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INTRODUCTION

I have long been interested in both the interconnection between
art and society and in the Hellenistic period. This has led me
to start working on material -from Kos, an island abundant in
ancient statues and the history o-f which has been admirably
treated recently by Susan Sherwin-White.

Art -forms an integral part o-f the cultural development o-f
society. The artists are human beings who live in and are
in-fluenced by their surroundings. They express in their art
their own and their contemporaries'needs and wishes.

In order to comprehend art more -fully one has to know the
economic, political and social development o-f the society the
art o-f which one studies. My thesis in this study is then that
the sculp'bure o-f Kos re-flects Koan history.

This general and rather abstract thesis can be given a more
concrete -form by way o-f choosing a particular line in the
historical development and see how it corresponds with the
in-formation gathered -from the inscriptions on the bases o-f Koan
statues. It is then possible to have the thesis veri-fied or
rejected.

Such an analysis requires that the bases concerned are
securely dated. That is no problem with some o-f them, but many,
un-fortunately, cannot be given a more precise date. There is
thus -from the beginning an. element o-f uncertain-ty which a-f-fects
the result. I have tried to minimize this -factor by care-fully
reassessing the dates o-f all the inscriptions the result o-f
which is presented in chapter 1,

The dated inscriptions have been plotted on to a time
chart, the division o-f which is the same as my historical
periods (see -further down). Several inscriptions are so vaguely
dated that they can -fall into any one o-f several consecutive
periods. These inscriptions have to be considered separately as
well as together with the others. Some inscriptions I have
given a more de-finite date than certain readers may think they
merit. I have chosen to do so to be able to use them in my
statistical analysis. I hope that even i-f I may be wrong in
some individual cases the overall picture achieved by this type
of analysis will present results which justify occasional
errors. I also hope that in presenting carefully my arguments
for the dates given, any reader can react and argue for another
conclusi on.

The Hellenistic and Augustan periods cover a long time and
I have divided this into shorter periods. These are not of
equal length as I have defined my periods after what to me
seems to be historically and economically relevant dates in the
history of Kos.

All the inscriptions are submitted to statistical analysis
on the basis of different criteria. The results of this
analysis are presented in the form of tables. These latter form
the basis for a discussion of the material in chapter X to XX.

Some inscriptions are given a closer treatment for the
particular value they may have in widening our knowledge of the
history of Kos.

Using this method I hope to be able to present an integrated
analysis of the development of Koan history and culture. Here
the culture is represented in the form of sculpture and its



raison d'etre.

The selection o-f the inscriptions for the last period, '7 or
later', may be somewhat arbitrary. I would say that this
reflects a difficulty most scholars meet? the chronological
periods of history are not easily separated from one another.
Development is continuous and change gradual. Thus it is often
difficult, for instance to decide whether to place an
inscription in the Augustan or in the immediate post-Augustan
period. Some inscriptions under the heading '7 or later' could
have been excluded, others included. I can only hope that my
decisions here have not significantly changed my statistics.

Kerstin Hoghammar

3.02.
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KDAN AMPHORAS, AND TRADE.

My aim with this tentative study is to try to present an
alternative picture of the importance of the Koan wine trade
for the Koan community. The figures presented in the tables of
various excavation reports/publications for stamped handles
are, if one has no knowledge of the amount of unstamped
handles found and unfortunately hardly ever reported, very
easy to misinterpret in terms of trade.

In using the ratio of stamped to unstamped handles found in
an excavation on Delos (Is 12) on the entire matei^dal of Koan
handles my only aim is to break through the common
misapprehension that the number of Koan amphoras on various
sites was very small as compared with, for instance, those
from the neighbouring island of Rhodes. Undoubtedly there was
a difference, but not on the scale so easily and so mistakenly
seen in the exact numbers of stamped handles found. In using
the ratio Is 12 for stamped to unstamped handles I do not think
that I overrepresent the implied total number of Koan amphoras
at a certain site. I rather suspect that the ratio was even
higher during the third and most of the second century, but
this remains to be proved. However, even in using the ratio
Is 12 one can see important changes in the relative
relationship between Kos and Rhodes in for instance the
northern and western Black Sea area.

I wish to stress that the figures I present in my
calculations do not represent a real number of amphoras found
in any place listed, but I believe that my figures come closer
to the number of Koan amphoras once there than the figures
fjresented in the tables of stamped handles found.

It would not have been possible for me to produce this text
without the information and help given to me by Miss V. Grace
and Mr. J.~Y. Empereur, whom I hereby thank.

Problems involved when using Koan amphora handles as a way

of reconstructing trade.

1. Stamped Koan amphoras appear from the late 4th century
(then very rarely, oral information, Empereur) and continue
down to about Augustan times. Most stamps seem to date from
the 2nd and 1st centuries.

According to Miss Grace there was a break in the stamping
of Knidian amphoras between 88 and 85 because of the
Mithradatic War. After this war stamping reoccurred (but not
to the same extent) down to Augustan times, that is, the wars
meant disruption of trade (Grace S< Savvatianou-Petropoulakou,
Delos 'XXVII, 1970, 322"-23) . Was there a break "in the
production on Kos as well or could the island profit on the
difficulties of the other wine producing area and increase it®
exports?

2. We know that far from all Koan amphoras were stamped as



opposed to almost all Knidian and Rhodian ~ the latter were
stamped on both handles What was the ratio o-f stamped to
unstamped Koan amphoras? Was it the same in all periods or did
it vary?

Unless the Koan handles published from various sites are
dated and a ratio o-f stamped to unstamped handles is worked
out -for the di-f-ferent periods we cannot really make an
estimate of the Koan wine trade down to the end o-f the 2nd

century.
For the 1st century and later we also have to learn how

many o-f the so called Koan amphora handles really are Koan.

3. Koan potters produced not only the 'classical' double
handled amphoras but also other types, -for instance, a)
imitation o-f the Rhodian type (Grace, Empereur) , b)the so-
called Ni kandrOS—group (Grace, Empereur; - Savvatianou-~
Petropoulakou thinks that this group is not Koan -) and c)the
so called the Sopatros group (Empereur). These groups have not
been included in the 'Koan' group when published and are thus
not included in my calculations.

Do these groups show a similar proportion o-f stamped to
unstamped handles?

4. From the end o-f the 2nd century and particularly -from
the beginning o-f the 1st century, amphoras o-f the Koan type
start being produced at various places, -for instance Myndos,
Halicarnassos, Theangela, Knidos and Rhodes. According to
Empereur the clay can be so similar to that of Kos as to make
it virtually impassible to see any difference with the eye.

These extra-Koan production centres may also have produced
amphoras with name stamps now considered to be Koan.

How many of the so-called Koan handles from this late
period are not Koan?

5. Koan amphoras contained more wine than for instance
Rhodian jars. A Koan jar took over 40 liters whereas a Rhodian

The ratio of Koan stamped to unstamped amphoras.

Already in 1949 Miss V. Grace presented us with the -fact
that many examples of the Koan amphoras were not stamped, she
also notes that the same observation was made by the
Alexandrian collector of stamped amphora handles, mr Lucas
Etenaki (Hesp. Suppl . 9, 1949, 181, 186), an observation since
repeated by Miss Grace several times.

In 1962 D. Levi and G. Pugliese-Carratel1i published a
number of handles from lasos in Caria, They pointed out that
the number of stamped handles from Rhodes found was much
larger than from anywhere else, but that perhaps the numerical
relationship between imports of wine amphoras as such from Kos
and Rhodes had to be modified somewhat because of the finding'



o-f a great number o-f
•from Kob (ASAA, N.S.

double handles without stamps apparently
23-24, 19.61-62, 605) „

Mr. Empereur presented the results o-f an 'in-formal' survey
made in 1976 on the southern coast o-f Kos in an article. He
counted 176 double handles, two o-f which were stamped. In a
note he says that the unstamped handles a.""e contemporary with
the stamped ones <2nd and 1st ce.nt.). This would give a ratio
o-f Is 44, a -figure whicti he later modi-fies to 1 s 30 (oral
presenta-Li on in Pylos 1984).

In .an excavation in Delos, la Maison au nord de I'llot de
Bronze (date t.a.q. 69), Empereur studied all the Koan handles
-from the excavation. There were 59, three o-f which were
stamped, the implied ratio o-f stamped to unstamped amphoras is
Is 12 (Empereur, BCH 106, 1982, 226-27, 233).

Most publications do not date the Koan handles, usually an
overall -figure is given. Exceptions are the later publications
by Brace - Savvatianou-Petropoulakou. An estimate of -f
development o-f Koan trade cannot really be given until
both the dated stamped handles and the ratios stamped
unstamped handles -for the different periods.

As I have already pointed out the ratio of stamped to
unstamped Koan amphoras is on the whole unknown. However, I
would like to me^ke the experiment of multiplying the figures
given in 8. Sherwin-White's table (Ancient Cos, 1978, 238) by
twelve, the lower ratio presnted by Empereur from the Delos
excavation. I am fully aware that the resul't will not give a
true picture of Koan trade as the ratio probably varied at
different times and the figures given in Sherwin-White's table
are undated (most Koan stamps, however, seem to date to the
second and first centuries).

the

one has

Centres where Koan amphoras seem to predominate.

I will list the places where the calculated number of Koan
amphoras is 1arger than the number of Rhodian jars. The Koan
figures are quoted first, Ii-i the Black Sea areas Phanagoreia
168-150, F'ant i capai on 240-123, Chersonessos 156-92, Tyras 468-
155, Istria 444-242. I add some places for which Sherwin-White
has not given the figures, Myrmekion 19.2-98, Callatis 19.2-64
(Gajdukevic, Das Bosporanische Reich. 1971, 182, n. 37^
Bramatopol, Poenaru Bordea, Dacia M.S. 13, 1969, 127-37). In
Panticapaion, Phanagoreia and Tyras the implied number of Koan
amphoras is not only larger than the Rhodian, but the largest
number of amphoras imported all together as the present
evidence stands. The count and identification of unstamped
handles may, of course, change this picture, (In Olbia and
Odessus the Rhodian figures are higher than the Koan even
after the conversion.)

Apart from the Black Sea area the Koan figures are higher
tPella (where Thasian amphoras are most numerous of all)

Samos 2..'.>4—195, .lasos on the Karian
a

1SO-104 mai n1 and 168-30,

SOS



Kos 1932-198 and Nessana in Palestine 240-7„ The jars in
Nessana are however, according to their publisher Miss Grace,
very likely to have been reused be-Fore being brought there and
thus do not bear evidence as to trade between Kos and Nessana,

In a more recently published excavation on Labraunda, Koan
amphoras predominate with an implied number 144-12. Most o-F
the Koan handles date to the period 108 to 80, whereas the
Rhodian are earlier, c. 275 to 108.

Athens. Delos and Alexandria,

In Athens (agora) and Delos the Knidian handles ar
e in a vast majority. In Athens the Rhodian handles seem to be
more numerous during the late third and early second centuries
whereas the Knidian ones dominate -from about the middle oF the
second century or somewhat earlier and onwards. On Delos the
Rhodian are much more numerous in the second century, but the
Knidian handles dominate From the second quarter oF the same
century (Delos, Empereur BCH 106, 1982, 224; the Athenian
agora, Grace, Hesperia 54, 1985, 7). As has been pointed out
by Y. Garlan (Trade in the ancient economy, 1983, 28) the
Figures For Delos may change iF earlier layers are excavated.

In these two centres the Figures For Koan and Rhodian
amphoras do not diFFer so much aFter conversion. For Delos the
relationship is 636 implied Koan amphoras and 800 Rhodian
(These numbers are based on the Figures given in Sherwin-
White's table. There are more recent Figures published For the
Rhodian handles but not For the Koan and I thereFore use the
older Figures,). For the Athenian agora the implied Koan
number is 2 096 and the Rhodian number is 2 216. Miss Grace
very kindly gave me the opportunity to make a quick count oF
the Koan stamped amphora handles From the agora - the number
oF which is 166 —as well as the date oF Koan amphora handles
Found in datable contexts in the agora (see table) - 79 dated
handles and jars o-f a total oF 173 —. (I am very grateFul to
hei' For this inFormation and also For her kindness to me
whenever I visited her.) Most oF the datable handles and jars
(oF which there are seven) come From the early second century.
It is thus not unlikely that the import oF Koan amphoras was
larger taeFore the middle oF the second century than aFter that
t i me,

As the dates oF very Few oF the stamped Koan handles Found
on Delos have been published, only 17 oF a total oF 55, it is
at present impossible to say anything about the chronological
d63velopment on the island. Thirteen oF the seventeen dated
stamped handles are late, i.e. early First century, but we
know From Deli an inscriptions concerning the buying oF wine
For the Festival oF the Posidaia that in ISO thirtyFive jars
oF Koan wine was bought at a price oF 105 dr. and in 179
another thirtyFive jars For 100 dr (J.H. Kent, Studies
presented to D,M, Robinson. 1953, 128), Also, as has been
mentioned above, this picture may change iF excavations oF the
earlier layers at Delos were to take place.

3.Of,



Un-fortunately it Is not possible to get an idea o-f the
number o-f unstamped amphoras i-n any o-f the above mentioned
places.

For Alexandria Miss Grace has gone through IB 000 Rhodian
handles bearing stamps with the name o-f the potters. These
handles represent IB 000 amphoras. Between 176 - 146 the turn
up of Rhodian amphoras is about 7S per year and then it
increases to 227 per year in period from 146 - lOS, and from
108 - 88 the yearly turn-up is about 163 (Grace, Hesperia 54,
1985, 42). This means, as has already been pointed out, that
Rhodes kept up, and maybe even increased the export of wine
amphoras after 166,

The total number of Rhodian amphoras, c, 40 000, is more
than double the implied number of Koan ones, 17 760, but the
difference is certainly not on the scale as the one so easily
percived by a mere provision of the numbers of stamped handle?
found; SO 000 Rhodian to 1 480 Koan.

According to Empereur the majority of the Koan handles in
Alexandria date to the second and first centuries which would
make them roughly contemporary with the Rhodian handles there.

The huge amount of unstamped Egyptian amphoras found and
reported recently do, however, make all imports small in
comparison (Empereur, BCH Suppl . 13, 103-109).

For Cyprus I would like to refer to V, Calvet. He writes
that 'From the middle of the third century the stamps from
Thasos, Kos and other important centres of production grow
more and more rare, they are, after that, hardly represented
at all to the exclusive profit of Rhodes during the second
century' (Kition-Bamboula I. Les timbres amphoriques, 1982,
53) .

Dated Koan handles.

Of a total number of 1925 stamped 'Koan' handles I have the
date of about 384, that is, cirka 20%. A very smal-1 amount of
the dated handles come from the third century. Somewhat over
200 come from c, 200'to 108 and somewhat less than 200 come
-from the first century. Most of these last are from before c-
50, B.C. (70 B.C.?) These figures agrees with the information
given by J-Y Empereur for the Koan handles in Alexandria.

Conclusi on.

Even from the little we know about dated Koan stamped
amphora handles it is perhaps permissible to conclude that the
Koan wine (and amphora) trade was important to the economy of
Kos during the second and early first centuries. As"for the
third amd later first century it is more difficult to iurlge,
The stamping of handles seems to have been rarer, at 3east '
during the late period and so the number of stamped "handJ'es
give little information as to the size of trade.

2.0^
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We do know that OKport o-f Koan type amphoras continued during
the Augustan and early imperial period as such amphoras have
been -found both in the East and in the West Mediterranean
area. But here most remains to be done as to the exact
original provenances o-f these amphoras.

The most important conclusion, however, is the
understanding that it is vitally important in -further
excavations to note also the number o-f unstamped handles
-found, and, i-f possible, to ascertain their origin and date.
The completely changed picture o-f the importance o-f Koan trade
sketched above open exciting possibilities in the research o-f
the economic history o-f not only Kos, but also other wine
producing and wine importing centres..

Athens 1988-11-28

Kerstin Hoghammar
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KOAN AMPHORAS AND TRADE.

My aim with this tentative study is to try to present an
alternative picture o-f the importance o-f the Koan wine trade
•for the Koan community. The figures presented in the tables of

excavation reports/publications for stamped handles
one has no knowledge of the amount of unstamped
found and unfortunately hardly ever reported, very
misinterpret in terms of trade.

vari ous

are, if
handles

easy to ^ .. „ _..
In using the ratio of stamped to unstamped handles found

an excavation on Delos (1:12) on the entire material of Koan
handles my only aim is to break through the common
misapprehension that the number of Koan amphoras on various
sites was very small as compared with, for instance, those
from the neighbouring island of Rhodes. Undoubtedly there was
a difference, but not on the scale so easily and so mistakenly
seen in the exact numbers of stamped handles found. In using
the ratio Is 12 for stamped to unstamped handles I do not think
that I Dverrepresent the implied total number of Koan amphoras
at a certain site. I rather suspect that the ratio was even
higher during the third and most of the second century, but
this remains to be proved- However, even in using the ratio
l!l2 one can see important changes in the relative
relationship between Kos and Rhodes in for instance the
northern and western Black. Sea area.

I wish to stress that the figures I present in my
calculations do not represent a real number of amphoras found
in any place listed, but I believe that my figures come closer
to the number of Koan amphoras once there than the figures
presented in the tables of stamped handles found.

It would not have been possible for me to produce this text
without the information and help given to me by Miss V. Grace
and Mr, J.-Y. Empereur, whom I hereby thank.

Problems involved when using Koan amphora handle

of-reconstructing trade.

1. Stamped Koan amphoras appear from the late 4th century
<then very rarely, oral information, Empereur) and continue
down to about Augustan times. Most stamps seem to date from
the 2nd and 1st centuries.

According to Miss Grace there was a break in the stamping
of Knidian amphoras between BS and 85 because of the
Mithradatic War. After this war stamping reoccurred <but not
to the same extent) down to Augustan times, that is, the wars
meant disruption of trade (Grace Savvatianou-Petropoulakou,
Delos XXVII, 1970, 322--23) . Was there a break in the
production on Kos as well or could the island profit on the
difficulties of the other wine producing area and increase its
exports?

2.. We know that far from all Koan amphoras were stamped as

.Jtr-
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opposed to almost all Knidian and Rhodian - the latter were
stamped on both handles What was the ratio o-f stamped to
unstamped Koan amphoras? Was it the same in all periods or did
it vary?

Unless the Koan handles published from various sites are
dated and a ratio of stamped to unstamped handles is worked
out for the different periods we cannot really make an
estimate of the Koan wine trade down to the end of the 2nd
century.

For the .tst century and later we also have to learn how
many of the so called Koan amphora handles really are Koan.

3, Koan potters produced not only the 'classical' double
handled amphoras but also other types, for instance, a)
imitation of the Rhodian type (Grace, Empereur), b)the so-
called Nikandros-group (Grace, Empereur; - Savvatianou-
Petropoulakou thinks that this group is not Koan -) and c)the
so called the Sopatros group (Empereur). These groups have not
been included in the 'Koan' group when published and are thus
not included in my calculations.

Do these groups show a similar proportion of stamped to
unstamped handles?

4. From the end of the 2nd century and particularly from
the beginning of the 1st century, amphoras of the Koan type
start being produced at various places, for instance Myndos,
HalicarnasBOs, Theangela, Knidos and Rhodes. According to
Empereur the clay can be so similar to that of Kos as to me^ke
it virtually impossible to see any difference with the eye.

These extra-Koan production centres may also have produced
amphoras with name stamps now considered to be Koan.

How many of the so-called Koan handles from this late
period are not Koan?

5, Koan amphoras contained more wine than for instance
Rhodian jars. A Koan jar took over 40 liters whereas a Rhodian

The ratio of Koan stamped to unstamped amphoras,

Already in 1949 Miss V. Grace presented us with the fact
that many examples of the Koan amphoras were not stamped, she
also notes that the same observation was made by the
Alexandrian collector of stamped amphora handles, mr Lucas
Benaki (Hasp. Suppl. B, 1949, 181, 186), an observation since
repeated by Miss Grace several times.

In 1962 D. Levi and G. Pugliese—Carratel1i published a
number of handles from lasos in Cairia, They pointed out that
the number of stamped handles from Rhodes found was much
larger than from anywhere else, but that perhaps the numerical
relationship between imports of wine amphoras as such from Kos
and Rhodes had to be modified somewhat because of the finding

s •10



o-f a great number of double handles without stamps apparently
•from Kos (ASAA, N,S. 23-24, 1961-62, 605),

Mr. Empereur presented the results of an 'informal' survey
ma\de in 1976 on the southern coast of Kos in an article. He
counted 176 double handles, two of which were stamped. In a
note he says that the unstamped handles are contemporary with
the stamped ones <2nd and 1st cent.). This would give a ratio
of Is 44, a figure whi cf. he later modifies to 1 s 30 <oral
presentat:'on in Pylos 1984),

In an excavation in Deles, la Mai son au nord de 1 'Hot de
Bronze (date t.a.q, 69), Empereur studied all the Koan handles
from the excavation. There were 59, three of which were
stamped, the implied ratio of stamped to unstamped amphoras is
1:12 (Empereur, BCH 106, 1982, 226-27, 233),

Most publications do not date the Koan ha^ndles, usually an
overall figure is given. Exceptions are the later publications
by Grace - Savvatianou-Petropoulakou. An estimate of the
development, of Koan trade cannot really be given until one has
both the dated stamped handles and the ratios stamped
unstamped handles for the different, periods.

As I have already pointed out the ratio of stamped to
unstamped Koan amphoras is on the whole unknown. However, I
would like to make the experiment of multiplying the figures
given in 8, Sherwin—White's table (Ancient Cos, 1978, 238) by
twelve, the lower ratio presnted by Empereur from the Delos
excavation. I am fully aware that the result will not give a
true picture of Koan trade as the ratio probably varied at
different times and the figures given in Sherwi n--Whi te' s table
are undated (most Koan stamps, however, seem to date to the
second and first centuries).

Centres where Koan amphoras seem to predominate.

I will list the places where the calculated number of Koan
amphoras is larger than the number of Rhodian jars. The Koan
figures are quoted first. In the .Black Sea area5 Phanagoreia
168-150, Panticapaion 240-123, Chersonessos 156-9.2, Tyras 468-
155, Istria 444-24.2, I add some places for which Sherwin-Whi he
has not given the figures, Myrmekion 192-98, Callatis 192-64
(Gajdukevic, Das Bosporanische Reich. 1971, 182, n. 37;
Gramatopol, Poenaru Bordea, Dacia N.S, 13, 1969, 127-37). In
Panticapaion, Phanagoreia and Tyras the implied number of Koan
amphoras is not only larger than the Rhodian, but the largest
number of amphoras imported alltogether as the present
evidence? stands. The count and i denti f i cation of unstamped
handles may, of course, change this picture. (In Olbia and
Odessus the Rhodian figures are higher than the Koan even
after the conversion.)

Apart from the EUack Sea area the Koan figures are higher
at Fella (where Thasian amphoras are most numerous of all)
180-104, Samos 234-195, lasos on the Karian mainland 168-30,

3.!/



Kos 1932-198 and Nessana in Palestine 240-7. The jars in
Nessana are howes'er, according to their publisher Miss Grace,
very likely to have been reused be-fore being brought there and
thus do not bear evidence as to trade between Kos and Nessana,

In a more recently published excavation on Labraunda, Koan
amphoras predominate with an impilic^d number 144-12. Most of
the Koan handles date to the period 103 to SO, whereas the
Rhodian are earlier, c. 275 to 108.

Athens, Delos and Alexandria.

In Athens <agora) and Delos the Knidian handles ar
e in a vast majority. In Athens the Rhodian handles seem to be
more numerous during the late third and early second centuries
whereas the Knidian ones dominate from about the middle of the
second century or somewhat earlier and onwards. On Delos the
Rhodian are much more numerous in the second century, but the
Knidian handles dominate from the second quarter of the same
century (Delos, Ernpereur BCH 106, 1982, 224; the Athenian
agora, Grace, Hesperia 54, 1985, 7). As has been pointed out
by Y. Garlan (Trade in the ancient economy. 1983, 28) the
figures for Delos may change if earlier layers are excavated.

In these two centres the figures for Koan and Rhodian
amphoras do not differ so much after conversion. For Delos the
relationship is 636 implied Koan amphoras and 800 Rhodian
(These numbers are based on the figures given in Sherwin-
White's table. There are more recent figures published for the
Rhodian handles but not for the Koan and I therefore use the
older figures.). For the Athenian agora the implied Koan
number is 2 096 and the Rhodian number is 2 216. Miss Grace
very kindly gave me the opportunity to make a quick count of
the Koan stamped amphora handles from the agora - the number
of which is 166 -- as well as the date of Koan amphora handles
found in datable contexts in the agora (see table) - 79 dated
handles and jars of a total of 173 —.(I am very grateful to
her for this information and also for her kindness to me
whenever I visited her.) Most of the datable handles and jars
(of which there are seven) come from the early second century.
It is thus not unlikely that the import of Koan amphoras was
larger before the middle of the second century than after that
time.

As the dates of very few of the stamped Koan handles found
on Delos have been published, only 17 of a total of 55, it is
at present impossible to say anything about the chronological
development on the island. Thirteen of the seventeen dated
stamped handles are late, i.e. early first century, taut we
know from Delian inscriptions concerning the buying of wine
for the festival of the Posidaia that in 180 thirtyfive jars
of Koan wine was bought at a price of 105 dr. and in 178
another thirtyfive jars for 100 dr (J.H, Kent, Studies
presented to D.M. Robinson. 1953, 128). Also, as has been
mentioned above, this picture may change if excavations of the
earlier layers at Delos were to take place.

V.
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Unfortunately it is not possible to get an idea of the
number of unstamped amphoras in any of the above mentioned
places.

For Alexandria Miss Grace has gone through IB 000 F<hodian
handles bearing stamps with the? name of the potters. These
handles represent 18 000 amphoras. Between 176 — 146 the turn
up of Rhodian amphoras is about 78 per year and then it
increases to 227 per year in period from 146 ~ 108, and from
108 - 88 the yearly turn-up is about 163 (Grace, Hesperia 54,
1985, 42). This means, as has already been pointed out, that
Rhodes kept up, and maybe even increased the export of wine
amphoras after 166.

The total number of Rhodian amphoras, c, 40 000, is more
than double the implied number of Koan ones, 17 760, but the
difference is certadnly not on the scale as the one so easily
percived by a mere provision of the numbers of stamped handles
found? SO 000 Rhodian to 1 480 Koan.

According to Empereur the majority of the Koan handles in
Alexandria date to the second and first centuries which would

make them roughly contemporary with the Rhodian handles there.
The huge amount of unstamped Egyptian amphoras found and

reported recently do, however, make all imports small in
comparison (Empereur, BCH .Suppl . 13, 103-109).

For Cyprus I would like to refer to Y. Calvet. He writes
that 'FVom the middle of the third century the stamps from
ThasDS, K'os and other important centres of production grow
more and more rare, they are, after that, hardly represented
at all to the exclusive profit of Rhodes during the second
century' (Kition-Bamboula I- Les timbres amphoriques. 1982,
53) .

Dated Koan handles.

Df a total number of 1925 stamped 'Koan' handles I have the
date of about 384, that is, cirka 207.. A very small amount of
the dated handles come from the third century. Somewhat over
20o come from c. 200 to luS and somewhat less than 200 come
from the first century. Most of these last are from before c.
50 B.C. (70 B.C.?) These figures agrees with the information
given by J-Y Empereur for the Koan handles in Alexandria.

Conclusi on.

Even from the little we know about dated Koan stamped
amphora handles it is perhaps permissible to conclude that the
Koan wine (and amphora) trade was important to the economy of
Kos during the second and early first centuries. As for the
third and later first century it is more difficult to judge.
The stamping o-f handles seems to have been rarer, at least
during the late period and so the number of stamped handles
give little information as to the size of trade.

3.13
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We do know thai: export o-f Koan type amphoras continued during
the Augustan and early imperial period as such amphoras have
been -found both in the East and in the West Medi t erranean

arean But here most remains to be done as to the exact

original provenances of these amphoras.
The most important conclusion, however, is the

understanding that it is vitally important in further
excavations to note also the number of unstamped handles
found, and, if possible, to ascertain their origin and date.
The completely changed picture of the importance of Koan trade
sketched above open exciting possibilities in the researchi of
the economic history of not only Kos, but also other wine
producing and wine importing centres..

Athens 1938-11-28

Ke r s t i n H o g h a tmna r

. J- J iP' * .U.
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WORK PROGRAMME SCULPTURE AND SOCIETY ON HELLENISTIC KOS

The work will be presented in two separate volumes. The -first
will comprise an analysis o-f the statue base inscriptions and
the second an analysis o-f the statuary and a comparative
analysis o-f the inscriptions and the sculpture.

1 hope to be able to present a manuscript o-f volume A during
the autumn of 1989 and then continue with -the sculpture and the
comparative analysis.

A Art patronage and conditions of production

Introduction. Subject and method.

fchapter 1 The dating of the inscriptions.
A discussion and reassessment of the dating of the statue

base inscriptions from the Hellenistic and Augustan periods.

Chapter 2 The classification of the inscriptions.
A presentation of the different classes of inscription and an

analysis of the material from this aspect.

Chapter 3 The historical background.
A sketch of the history of Kos during the Hellenistic and

Augustan periods.

Chapter 4 The honorarv inscriptions.
a) Private dedications
b) Public dedications
An analysis of when, where, why, by whom and to whom statues

were erected.

Chapter 5 The dedicatorv inscriptions.
When, where, why, by whom and to whom were statues erected.

Chapter 6 Conclusi ons.

Chapter 7 Summarv.

Catalogue

Tables
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SCULPTURE AND SOCIETY ON HELLENISTIC KQ5

B The sculpture and its setting

I The material
Local stone and imported stone

11 The sculpture

A The sculpture -from the Odeion
1 Findcircumstances and dating o-f the building
2 Technical analysis o-f the statues
3 What do the statues depict?
4 Comparative studies with similar statuary elsewhere
5 Dating o-f the sculpture
6 Conclusion

B The sculpture -from Casa Romana
1--5 See above

6 The Setting
7 Conclusion

C The sculpture from the Asklepieion
1-5 See under A
6 Comparative study o-f the stauary and the inscriptions
7 Conclusion

D The portraits
1 Findcircumstances
2 Time and style
3 The Republican portrait in the East Mediterranean World -

comparative studies
4 Comparative analysis of the portraits - the statuary and

the inscriptions
5 Conclusion

E The sculpture -from Kos town
(various and unknown provenance)

1-7 See under C

F The sculpture -from Kos island
(various and unknown provenance)

1—7 See under C

III Style and genre

Discussion o-f the evidence

IV General conclusion
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HELLENISTIC SCULPTURE ON KOS - A HIRROR OF SOCIETY?
<The5is., methods, results)

My thesis is that art -forms an integral part o-f the cultural
development o-f society, and I here use the word 'cultural' in
a wide senseo The artists are human beings who live in and are
in-fluenced by their surround!ngs. They express in their art
their own and their contemporaries' needs and wishes.

I think that in order to comprehend art more -fully one has
to know the economic, political and social development o-f the
society the art o-f which one studies. That is, the sculpture
o-f Kos reflects Koan historv.

This general and rather abstract thesis can be given a more
concrete -form by way o-f choosing a particular line in the
historical development and see how it corresponds with the
in-formation gathered -from the statue bases. It is then
possible to have the thesis veri-fied or rejected.

I will proceed by giving three examples o-f such theses.

1. The general political development in the Eastern
Mediterranean is re-flected in the choice o-f persons
honoured by the Koan demos and by Koan individuals.

2. Kos remained a -free state until the time of Augustus in
contrast to Achaia and Asia which became Roman provinces
during the latter half of the second century B.C. Can
this be seen in the inscriptions, comparing those -found
in the province of Asia and those found in Kos during the
period of c. 150 to 30? What happens with the advent of
Augustus?

A rich and strong society has no need to lavish honours
on its individual members. A poor and weak society needs
to 'buy substantial gifts from private persons by way of
erecting statues honouring the donors of large gifts.
I.e. during a period of strength and affluence we should
find few honorary statues erected by the demos of Kos and
during a period of weakness and poverty there should be
many.

Thesis no 1.

Alexander died in 323 and after his death his generals
fought for power for about forty years. What emerged about 280
were the three Hellenistic kingdoms, which domina-ted the

Eastern Mediterranean for rouohlv the next one hundred vears.

The Roman influence in the Greek world started in the early
second century and gradually grew stronger whereas the great
Hellenistic kingdoms were either vanquished by the Romans
and/or disintegrated in internal strifes. Their influence was
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at an end about ISO. The Romans on the other hand tiqhtened
their grip on the Breek homeland by making Achaia.part o-f a

province c.150., Asia became a province c- 13Q. Roman

magistrates, tax-collectors and traders spread in the area.
The already cosmopolitan society of Kos also received an
in-flux o-f Roman/Ital iote traders at about this time.

The economic background.

Kos town with its excellent harbour became an important
por't of call for north-south plowing trading vessels
travelling between the Black Sea and Rhodes, Cyprus and Egypt.
Kos by way of levying harbour dues improved its economy. Trade
to and from Kos also grew and ties were particularly close
with Egypt. A large number of amphora handles have been found
in Alexandria, c. 80 000 from Rhodes and about 1 500 from Kos.
Dr J.-Y. Empereur has studied the ratio of stamped to
unstamped amphora handles for Rhodian and Koan amphoras. As is
known almost all Rhodian amphoras had both their handles
stamped. The complete Koan amphoras we have show that they
almost always have only one of their handles stamped.
Empereur, in a preliminary investigation, has come to the
conclusion, that for each Koan stamped amphora handle found
there are c. 88 unstamped ones. For each stamped handle we
should thus count 44 unstamped ones, whereas for the Rhodian
amphoras we have to count two stamped handles for each
amphora. This gives us a figure of about 40 000 Rhodian
amphoras and a maximum number of 66 000 Koan amphoras. Even if
that number after a more thorough investigation should be
halfed it still shows us a picture of an important export of
the content of these amphoras! Most of them must have
contained wine and Koan wine was considered to be of decent
quali ty.

Other famous Koan products were silk and perfume, luxury
products sold widely in the Mediterranean.

Harbour dues and export trade thus made Kos prosperous at
the time when the Asklepieion was built up and became an
internationally known sanctuary with its right of asylum. This
development was completed c. 240 and the scene is set.

The evidence of the inscriptions.

The Hellenistic powers.

During the second half of the third century the Pergamene
king Eumenes Philetairos (?) and the Macedonian king Antigonos
(Doson?) was each honoured once with a statue in the
Asklepieion. A little later, c. 200, queen Arsinoe III was
honoured at least once, as was presumably also her husband
Ptolemy IV Philopator.

I.e.we have one statue of a Pergamene king and one of a
Macedonian king and at least three statues of Egyptian royalty
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during the period o-f c« 240 to c. 200, all which -fits the
proposed thesis™

The Roman ascendancy™

Titus Quinctius Flamininus, the Roman general, consul and
victor over Philip V o-f Macedonia, was honoured in 198™ Kos,
with Rhodes, -fought on the same side as the Romans in the
Second Macedonian War™ The Macedonians had only a -few years
earlier managed to land troops on Kos and the situation then
had been eKtremely precarious -for the Koans™ An honorary
statue of the vanquisher of Philip V must have been considered
most appropriate™

When Titus Quinctius Flamininus vanquished Philip V, the
beginning of the Roman ascendancy in the East was marked by a
number of honorary tributes to him, one of which is the statue
of him in the Asklepieion.

A Roman was honoured in the Asklepieion in the 90s, another
three statues of Romans were erected in the years between 60
to 30™ During the Augustan period, 30 B.C. to A.D., 15/20
seven Romans were honoured with statues, another three statues
of Romans come from either this period or a little later™

I thus think that my first thesis is confirmed by the
statue base material. This particular thesis in itself is, of
course, neither new nor questioned, but in showing its
reflection in the Koan material it supports my general thesis
- that art is an integral part of a society.

Thesis no 2.

My second thesis is that Kos remains an independent state
until the time of Augustus™ There is no consensus in this
question as some scholars argue that Kos became part of the
province of Asia at an earlier date.

The island of Kos.

The reasons for honouring Titus Quinctius Flamininus are,
as I have shown earlier, easily understood! They have nothing
to do with the status of Kos. No Greek state at this time
(198) was a province.

The next Roman to be honoured was presumably a woman - the
text is fragmentary - a relative of Quintus Mucius Scaevola, a
governor of the province of Asia during the 90s who was much
appreciated by his subjects. Later, in the 40s, the wife of
another 'good' governor of Asia, Publius Servilius Isauricos
was honoured twice on Kos.

An otherwise unknown Roman magistrate was also honoured
some time between 60 and 30.

After 30 six statue bases of Augustus are known and two of
his daughter Julia. They are both likened to gods, and one
base tells us of a statue dedicated to Augustus as a god.

^.17



Three other bases name Roman magistrates and their relatives
as well as Roman settlers on Kos.

The province o-f Asia.

In the province
be-fore the time o-f

the 80s the Romans

became harsher. In

70s and the 60s, a
many poleis in the

o-f Asia, statues of Romans were scarce
Sulla, With the defeat of Mithradates in

felt more like conqurers and their rule
the following twenty years, i.e. during the
great number of statues were erected in
province of Asia honouring Roman

magistrates and their relatives. No equivalent trend exists on
Kos, Not until the time of Augustus do we have a similar
development, and I think that thi"^ fact is one more factor
supporting the theory that Kos remained a free and independent
polis until c, 30 B,C,

Thesis no 3,

My third and last thesis concerns the number of honorary
statues dedicated by the demos in periods of strength and
periods of weakness.

We know that between c, 190 and 150 there was an immense .
rebuilding activity in Kos town. Marble was used in the new
buildings instead of travertine. The large harbour sanctuary
near the agora was built at this time as well as the altar of
Dionysos at the western end of the agora.

In the Asklepieion the huge temple A on the uppermost
terrace is supposed to have been built during this period as
well as the large surrounding stoas and the monumental
staircase up to this terrace.

Many normal to large—sized marble statues have been dated
to this period.

All -the signs of a strong and affluent society are at hand
and during this happy period the absence in the epigrapOhic
material of honorary statues voted by the demos is a notable
fact.

In contrast, the last decades of the first century B,C,
abound in them. There are 17 (28) examples in my material.
What were the conditions on Kos like then?

Kos had been made tributory by Augustus and the sum of 100
talents (= c, 2 600 kg silver) is mentioned in this context.
The Koans could not pay this large sum and had to give away
the famous painting of Aphrodite Anadyomene by Apelles
i nstead.

A series of earth-quakes occurred in this part of the
Aegean and Kos was particularly hard hit. The reconstruction
of buildings aftdr the earth-quakes must have cost a fortune.

To sum upp Kos had supported the wrong side in tha last
Republican Civil War and lost its political freedom, and it
was now tributary to Rome, In addition natural disasters
struck th^ island hard. Under such difficult circumstances the
state was obliged to rely more on voluntary economic help from



L.

private individuals» The state in its weakened -forn) was in no
position to demand contributions -from wealthy citizens and
settlers, especially not -from the Romaioi i

To induce the rich to give a helping hand, the community
o-f-fered to erect a statue of the donor, forever commemorating
his or her honour and virtue« This is a simple and logical
explanation which fits the obseved facts and in my opinion the
third thesis has been proved,,

Kerstin Hbghammar (1988-03-10)
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KOAN AMPHORAS AND TRADE.

An attempt at a hypothetical reconstruction o-f the Koan
wine trade during the Hellenistic period.

My aim with this tentative study is to try to present an
alternative picture o-f 'bhe importance of the Koan wine trade
for the Koan community. The figures presented in the tables of
variou-s excavation report-s/publ i cat i ons for stamped handles
are, if one has no knowledge of the amount of unstamped
handles found and unfortunately hardly ever re?ported, very
easy to misinterpret in terms of trade.

In using the ratio of stamped to un-stamped handles found in
an excavation in Halasarna (modern Kardamena) on Kos on the

entire material of Koan handles my principal aim is to break
through the common misapprehension that the number of Koan
amphoras on various sites was very small as compared with, for
instance, those from the neighbouring islamd of FChodes (which
produced wine of a similar or somewhat inferior quality).
Undoubtedly there was a difference, but not on the scale so
easily and so mistakenly seen in the exact numbers of stamped
handles found. In using the ratio 1: for stamped to unstamped
handles I do not think that I overrepresent the implied total
number of Koan amphoras at a certain site. I would not be
surprised if the ratio will be shown to have been even higher
during the third and part of the second century. However, even
in using the ratio 1; one can see important changes in the
relative relationship between Kos and F(hodes in for instance
the northern and western Black Sea area, Athens and Delos.

J wish to stress that the figures I present in my
calculations do not represent a real number of amphoras found
in any place listed, but I believe that my figures come closer
to the number of k-.oan amphoras once there than' the figures
presented in the tables of stamped handles found.

It would not have been possible for me to produce this
arti^cle without the information and help given to me by Miss
V. Grace, Mrs. M. Savvati ani—F'etropoul akou, Mr. J.—Y. Empereur
and Mrs G. Kokkorou-'-Alevra whom I hereby thank.

In the first part of this article I will list various
problems encountered when working with Koan amphora handles.
The ensuing section presents evidence of the amount of
unstamped koan amphora handles found on various sites. In most
cases no figures have been given as the unstamped handles were
thrown away. The ratio resulting from the excavations of the
University of Athens at Kardamena is presented here.

A hypothetical estimate of the number of Koan amphoras once
to be found at various sites forms the third part. For Athens,
Delos and Alexandria a short discussion of the implications of
the dated handles is presented. In the fourth section a
summary is given of what 1 know of the hitherto dated handles.
The last part contains a general discussion of the Koan wine""
trade and some hypothetical conclusions.



PROBLEMS INVOLVED WHEN USING KOAM AMPHORA HANDLES AS A WAY

OF RECONSTRUCTING TRADE„

1. Stamped Koan arnphoras appear -from the late 4th century
(then very rarely, oral i n-f ormat i on, Empereur) and continue
down to about Augustan times. Most stamps seem to date Tram
the 2nd and 1st centuries. Only a minor part o-f the Koan
stamps have been published with a date and thus we cannot yet
trace the development o-F the Koan wine trade.

2. We know that -far -from all Koan arnphoras were stamped as
opposed to almost all Knidian and Rhodian which were stamped
on both handles. What was the ratio o-f stamped to unstamped
Koan arnphoras? Was it. the same in all periods or did it vary?

Unless the Koan handles published -from various sites are
dated and a ratio of stamped to unstamped handles is worked
out -for the di-f-ferent periods we cannot really make an
estimate o-f the Koan wine trade down to the end o-f the 2nd
centur-y.

For the Ist century and later we also have to learn how
many of the so called Koan amphora handles really are Koan.

3. Koan potters produced not only the 'classical' double
handled arnphoras but also other types, for instance, a)
imitation of the Rhodian type (Staerman, Grace, Empereur), b)
the so-called Nikandros-group (Grace, Empereur; - Savvatiani-
Petropoulakou thinks that this group is not Koan ~) and c) the
so called the Sopatros group (Empereur). These groups have not
been included in the 'Koan' group when published, with the
exception of the first type which is included in the material
from lyras published by Staerman. Apart from this exception
the above groups are thus not included in my cal ci.il ahi ons.

Do these groups show a similar proportion of stamped to
unstamped handles?

4. The clays of Kos are very heterogenous in their
composition and Koan arnphoras may vary considerably in the
outlook of their clay depending on which claybed a particular-
potter used.

On koan winejars were famous for the fineness o-f their
fabfic and it was presumably this that led to the widespread
copying of ^^is type of amphora (Pliny, NH, 35. 161). From the
end of the 2nd century and particularly from the beginning of
the Isi century, arnphoras of the Koan type started being
produced at various places, for instance Myndos,
Hal i car riassos, Theangela, Knidos and Rhodes. According to
Empereur the clay can be so similar -to that of Kos as to make
it virtually impossible to see any difference with the eye.

However, the copying of the amphora type must not lead us
to believe that the stamping system used on Kos was also
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copied. I thus think it less likely that jars with a stamp o-f
the Koan type were produced outside the island. When Koan type
amphoras were produced at other places it seems more plausible
that they were stamped according to trie local system.

6. Koan amphoras contained more wine than for instance
Rhodian jars. One Koan jar -from the second century, -found in
the Athenian agora, took over 40 liters whereas Rhodian
amphoras generally took 25 to 26 liters. This ratio changed in
the -first century, -maybe even earlier- when the capacity of
Koan amphoras became more equivalent with the Rhodian
standard.

THE RATIO OF KOAN STAMPED TO UNSTAMPED AMPHORAS,

Already in 1949 Miss V. Grace presented us with the fact
that many examples of the Koan amphoras were not stamped, she
also noted that the same observation was made by the
Alexandrian collector of stamped amphora handles, mr Lucas
Benaki (Hesp. Suppl, 8, 1949, 181, 186), this observation has
since been repeated by Miss Brace several times.

E. M.

(KSIIMK,
Staerman in her article on amphora stamps from Tyras
36, 1951, 39) mentions that few Koan handles have

been found- She then goes on with a reference to Grakov who
writes that many Koan handles are not stamped, and that this

why there are so few stamped ones found.

In 1957 V, Canarache writing on the Koan stamps found in
Istria made the following comments; "An interesting side of
the problem of the amphoras from Cos is made up by the fact-
that both in our country and in the archaeological centres in
the south of the USSR many double handles without stamps have
been found. E-ioth the curve and the dimensions of the handle,
each taken separately, are identical to those which have
stamps attributed to Cos. Moreover, the clay of these
unstamped handles, as well as the slip, is the same as on the
stamped ones. In the excavations at Hi stria such handles
appear in great numbers in various Late Hellenistic layers.
Also whole amphoras of this type with unstamped handles have
been found near E'ucarest, at the Getic site of Popesht,"
<Importul amforelor stampilate la Istria 1957, 278-79). The
translation of both the above texts were given to me by miss
V. Grace.

In 1962 D. Levi and G. Pugliese-Carratel1i published a
number of handles from lasos in Karia. They painted out that
the number of stamped handles from Rhodes found was much
larger than from anywhere else, but that perhaps the numerical
relationship between imports of wine amphoras as such from Kos
and Rhodes had to be modified somewhat because of the finding
of a great number of double handles without stamps apparently
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during the late period and so the number o-f stamped handles
give little information as to the size o-f trade.

We do know that e;-!port of Koan type amphoras continued
during the Augustan and early imperial period as such amphoras
have been found bo'th in the East and in the West Medit£?rranean

area. Efut here most remains to be done as to the exact

original provenances of these amphoras.

Trade in the Black Bea area.

The Koan trade with the Greek city states on the northern
and western shores of the Black Sea seems 'ho have been

considerable5 quite on par with the Rhodian. Already in the
later fourth century Demosthenes, in his speech 'Against
Lacrites' points out that 'Wine is carried to Pontus from
places around us, from Peparethos /=Skopelo5/, and Cos, and
Thasos, and Mende, and from all sorts of other places.'
(Demosthenes, Against Lacrites, 35). A little earlier in the
same speech he writes 'The Coan wine (eighty jars of wine that
had turned sour) and the salt fish were being transported in
the vessel for a certain farmer from Pan'ti capaeum to Teodosia
for the use of the labourers on his farm.' (ibid, 32). This
surely means that it was more or less common knowledge in
Athens in the latter half of the fourth cenury that Kos
exported wine to the F'ontic area.

Kos thus had a strong self-interest in keeping the Bosporan
Straits open as well as acquiring as favorable conditions as
possible for Koan traders trafficking the Black Sea, In the
third century this can be evidenced by, for instance, a letter
from Ziaelas of E-:ithynia to the Koans from 242. I quote ^

VOtll-tB /Gl n—I'llhi to translation; 'In the future, as you may
request, we shall try for each one individually and for all in
common to favour you as much as lies in our power, and as for
your sea-faring citizens to take thought for all those who
happen to enter territory under our control, so that their
safety may be assured, and in the same way also for those who
are cast upon our coast because of an accident in the course
of their voyage, we shall try to exercise every care that they
are injured by no one' (Welles, Royal Correspondence 25:;
By11.3 , 456; G--W, 243).

In zzU Fvhodes aided Si nope when the city was threatened by
Mi thradates II of Pontos, Ihe only o'ther Greek sta'te known to
have helped Sinope is Kos (B-W, ilB), Sinope was an important
port of call for vessels travelling to and from -the northern
coast of the Eflack Sea,

Soviet scholars who have studied trade relations in the
northern Black Sea area have come to the conclusion that
F^hodian imports grew and diminished gradually and that they
reached their peak at the end of the third and the beginning
of the second century. At first they dominated in the region
of Olbia, but during the second century the Rhodian trade
moved more and more to the Cimmerian Etosporos (Shelov-
Kovadjaev T. , BCH Suppi. ;13"., 25, n„ 122).

C.oq
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F. Gajdukevic notes that in the third and second
centuries BnC„ the majority of the imported handles into the
Bosporan Kingdom came from Si nope, Kos and Rhodes (Gajdukevic,
V.F., Das Eiosporani sche Reich 1971, 103i

In the catalogue o-f stamps from Nessana, Miss Grace notes
that several o-f the stamps -found there have equivalents in the
E-ilack Sea area„ Of those found in Panti capai on on the the
Cimmerian Bosporos, nine examples, seven date to the latter
part of the second century or the first half of the first
century. This indicates that Kos kept trade going in the Black
Sea region down into the ei^rlier part of the first century.

These facts and the minimum number of five stamped Koan
amphora handles found in Glbia, dated by their find context to
before 175 (they could possibly be as late as 150), give
evidence for Koan trade in this area already during the latter
part of fourth as well as during the third, second and early
first centuries E-f.C.

Trade in the Aegean area and Alexatndria.

In Athens it seems as if the import of Koan wine was 1arger
in the early second century than later. On Samos the Koan
handles found are probably early -- how early we don't, as yet,
know.

At Labraunda almost all the Koan handles, nine out of
eleven, are late (108-80).

According to Miss Grace there was a break in the stamping
of Knidian amphoras between 88 and 85 because of the
Mithradatic War. After this war stamping reoccurred (but not
to the same extent) and was used down into Augustan times.
This war thus meaxnt a disruption of trade at least in the
Knidian area (Grace ?< Savvat i ani-Petropoul akou, Delos XXVII,
1970, 322--23) . This event could perhaps be linked with the
apparently increased number of Koan amphoras on Delos after
the sack of Mithradates, when Knidian wine was replace by
African, Italian and, to a certain extent, Koan wine.

In Alexandria the bulk of the now extant Koan handles
apparently date to the second and first centuries. Perhaps the
Koan exports followed the same pattern as the Rhodian with an
increase in -the second century.

Late handles found in Panticapaion and Tanais bear witness
of Koan exports to the northern Black Sea area in the late
second and ear1y first century (Shelov D. B., Amphora stamps
from Tanais. III-I century B.C. 1975, 132-34. In Russian).

In my opinion the above summary bear witness of a continued
prosperity down into the first century, at least for that part
of the population involved in the cultivation of vine and the
export of wine. Taxes extracted on the wine production thus
ought to have provided a fair income for the Koan state in
this period.

Stamped and unstamped amphoras.

The most important conclusion, however, is the

.0
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underistandi ng that it is vitally important in -further
e:: cas'at i ons to nots also the number o-f unstamped handles, rim,
neck and base -fragments found, and, if possible, to ascertain
their origin and date. The completely changed picture of the
importance of Koan trade sketched above open e5:citing
possibilities in the research of the economic history of not
only Kos, but also of "the centres importing wine.

Athens 19S9--02-22 Kerstin Hoghammar
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6. Iz.

Findplace

Date

•350

350-300

300-250

250-200

200-150

150-110

110-60/50

60/50-imp

Kos Athens
agora

62

Del OS

14

A1exand-
ria

miTi. C.
100

TnTnT~cT

15

mtnr'c;*

111

DATED KOAN AMPHORA HANDLES; STATISTICS OF DISTRIBUTION.

Tyras Olbia Panti -
capaion

f'

Pergamon Samos Labraunda Koroni Cyprus

]

Samaria Nessana

3

17

Sources; Grace V., Nessana I, 1962, 118-26; Grace V., & Savvatiani -Petropoulakou M., Explor. Delos 27, 1970, 363-65;
Grace V., 'Revisions in Early Hellenistic Chronology', AM 89, ili974, 193-200; Grace V., 'The Middle Stoa dated
by amphora stamps', Hesperia 54, 1985, 6; Saflund M-L.jTabraunda. Swedish Excavations and Researches. Vol II,
part 2 Stamped ampora handles; Grace V., Oral information
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J^CH /O^,
i,i:s \N^i:.-; n'vMi'ii(>iii:s i iMiiitiUvs i;r m:s \\iiMicim;s ; aspmcts i)t~vN rrrArii's

!i'i''(:li<il)pi'-nl p<"^ " I iK'liK'l flilicliisiiic dn cliiffri'. lls I'n incnncnl d sa larr/ncr de prciivcs
liianlildlii'i'ff In on Irs nuilrrinnx disponihlrs m- If. pfrrmdlcnt pns, on a sc. meprfndrf sur
if.f uuplicnlions IfiiiliiUfS de Icnrs cliiffrcs"^.

J'ai soiiliirne la ilcrniere partie de cette citation car elle me parait s'appliquer
parfaitement an cas des anses d'amphores : certes, les chifTres existent, mais un
examen nn pen plus attentif amene a s'interroger sur de telles considerations
statistiques; a I'interieur d'un groupe bien determine — celui des amphores —. elles
favorisent deliberement la partie dii materiel la plus aisement identifiable — les
anses d'amphores timbrees —.

Je n'(;n arrive pas pour autant a un constat foncierement pessimiste, dans la
•nesure oil je crois qu'il est possible d'utiliser les amphores dans des etudes quanti-
catives, mais seulement en tenant compte egalement du materiel non timbre. Les
archeologues doivent pour cela publier ensemble et les anses timbrees et le materiel
amphorique non timbre (meme fort fragmentaire]®", et ne pas surestimer la premiere
categorie an detriment de la seconde.

Ces propos n'enlevent rien, naturellement, a la valeur chronologique d'une anse
d'amphore timbree pour I'archeologue qui la trouve dans une couche, ni a tous les
renseignemcnts, si varies, que peuvent apporter les estampilles®L

.Jean-Yves Empereur.

(59) M. r. Finley, The Ancient Econnrnij (197.9), p. 25 de la Iraduction francaiso (1975).
(60) Dans la publication exemplaire ([u'est EAD 27, les ampliores completes sont publiees par

Ph. Bruneao avcc le restc de la vaisselle (ch. XI) et les anses timbrees dans les chapitres XIV et XV. Cette
repartition ne tenait nuiiement a des motifs scientiflques et Ph. Bku.neau est d'accord pour penser aujourd'hui
qu'on n'a pas fait la part assez belle aux ampliores non timbrees.

(61) La valeur chronoloqique est fort appreciable : la date de certaines anses rhodiennes ou cnidiennes
est connue a I'annee pres ; les estampilles presentent, en outre, un veritable intfiret pour I'onomastique, la
dialectoiogie, I'histoire des institutions, I'iconograDhie, etc.).

Addenda. P. 9 : G. Siebert a soigneusement recupere les moindres tessons d'amphores
trouves au cours de sa campagne de 1975 de sa fouille de la Maison au Nord de I'llot des
Bronzes (of. BCH 100 [1976] p. 799-821) ; il m'en a recemment confie I'etude et j'ai pu iden
tifier 59 anses coennes bifides dent 3 etaient timbrees (soit 5 %) : dans une maison delienne,
en 69 av. J.-G. (date de la destruction et de I'abandon de cette habitation), on compte done
1 amphore de Cos timbree pour 12 amphores non timbrees de meme provenance.

Ce resultat, le premier a sortir d'une fouille, est precieux, car il est aussi le premier a
ancrer dans I'espace et le temps des rapports de proportion entre les anses coennes timbrees
et non timbrees.

P. 11 : je tiens a preciser que je ne perds pas devuela necessite dene considerer lesgroupes
d'amphores que par tranches chronologiques. Mais j'ai voulu comparer, de maniere globale,
les amphores du Musee d'Alexandrie aux anses d'amphores timbrees conservees au meme
endroit.

G"!— J«C, /4o^ HjA njt t Xl
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DELOS n" 440 [entre 190 el 180] 123 GOMPTES DES HIEROPES

[A]t]^ioo(Svtl YpajiiiaTEL vide • 'AnoXXovicoi tcbi apxttsKTOvi P''HH'P'AAA. "AyaX^ia tcoi A[i.ov\i-]
[a]oi "PA' ^uXa elq TTTspuyaq AAP- fjXot Kal a^cov Kal TTEp[6v]aL HI' tool KaTaaic£[udaavTi]
TO ayaXjia AP' tool ypdipavTL AP' Eiq £TiLK6a^r|crLV IpyaTaiq Toiq to^i ^i6[Xu6Sov]
[EvJsyicaoLV Elq ttiv a^a^av Kal dxTEVEyKaaLV PH-III- TiETEupa Kal tool ypdipavxi [Totq]

35 [StEjyyui^oELq kocL Tdq ouyypacpdq APh' OcoklSl Elq ETTLic6a[ir|aLV Tfjq "Hpaq A" TTEu[Kr|]
...111' Elq 0Ea^o(p6pLa Sq Eyicujiov AAPH+' tel KopEL KaSapov AAHtl11' Kal tool AcL T[(aL]
[Eu8]ouXel AAAH+' Elq Tpocjjfiv Tfji IspElau Tfjq Af](iriTpoq AP" teal tel lEpElocL Tfjq K[6-]
[priq] AP' ETTLaTTXayxvlSLOL P' [^]uXa icaL KXr^LaTlSEq PI" ^ayEtpcoL H+' xo^poq ica0a-
[paa]0aL to lEpov P' TtEuicr] ical KXtinaTlSEq P' EunopcoL TTEpLaXElvijavTL Touq (Jcotiouq -'

40 [vuKjTOcpuXa^LOLq xocpoq to Ispov ica0dpaa0aL P' IXaiov etiI dic[d]v[0ouq] ? H+' ^uXco^^a HP'
lisyapov to ev tcol 0Ea^o<popL<A)[L ..]H" IvSu^xa ical 'n:E[TTXoq?] AYZANTOZ

.... AoyioTaiq' MavTL0E<aL "ATioXXoScbpou P[A'] NiKlaL Eu£X0ovTo[q PA'] 'AoTlaL Mvri[aL-]
[KXsJouq PA' °Ava^L0£^LSL Pldx^Toq PA' floXu^EvajL 0apoay6pou [PjA' oxolvlov
[Elq t]6 yutivdaiov AHH+' vuKTOcpyXa^loLq Elq Td votiL?6ti£[va. i] H" vide.

•45 vide. ^uXa HHIII. Elq floolSEa PH' £l[q] ElX£L0O[aLa AJAAA. ZTr|Xcov 5uo
[PAJAA' 3aTi]poav AAP' Tolq d-nEVEyicaaL ical £pyaaaji£[voL]q AAA. 't[col] ypdvpav-
[tl HjHPA' ^loXuSSou PH+' SeXtou KUTrapioalvriq AP' tml ypdipavTL AAP' A.T -
.,. aq xolpov to lEpov ica0dpaa0aL Tfjq Af)^xriTpoq P' TTEUicr|, icXri^aTlSEq H-. vide.
[Toljq apaoL to oQjia to upooTTEoov Elq to EAYKEI ONHH' tcai-'AXicL^coL? dpavTLTO OQ^a toTTpo[a-]

50 [-nEjaov Tipoq tov alyiaXov tov -rrpoq t<Sl 'AokXtiitlelcol HH-II' KAEOAAAjOl apavTL to ocoiia
[to] TTpooTTECTOv upoq TT]v vfjoov Tf]v Updv H" Kal Eu-nopcoL apavTL TO ao^xa to ek Tfjq OToaq T<l[q]
[Tt]p6q TOL rioCTLSELCot H" ZcoTi]pLXCoi dvaKoXu^iBfjaavTi TO ocoixa to E^TTEaov Elq TO opuy^a to
['n]p6q TWL HpaKXEcoL P' Kal Zcoocol dpavTt to am^a to -iTpooTtEadv Tipoq tov olyiaXov tov
-rrpoq T<ai 0Ea|ao4)opLcaL HH. Kocplvcov H" acpoyycov H. vide.

'EXdBo^iEV Se Kal irapd tqv Ta^icbv
55 Eiq 30Xa P' TauTaq KaTr|0Xf)aa^EV jiETd toO apxovToq Kal toG yujivaoLdpxou. vide.

Td 8e Evripooia 0aXEOu Kal Aoplou Kal XEpcovf]aou npd^avTEq [E8]cbKa^EV TOiq -rtpuTdvE-
OLV Elq Td KaTd ^xfjva Kal Tfjq (jjLdXrjq' to 8e Xolttov e8ojiev tool E['TTi]aTdTEL. vide.
ESo^ev 8e TxpoELOEVEyKavTEq TOiq ETtLOTdTaLq Totq alp£0ELaLV Elq Tdq Bualaq to dpyu-

[p]lov ev Toiq Ka0fiKouoiv xpdvoLq tva ouvTEXcovTai at BuolaL Tolq 0EOLq. vide.

60 AOrOZ TON ElZ TA DOZIAEA- |3odq PAAH" Tpocpf] AAH" LEpElQV alycav PAAAHH" Tpo(|)f) HH"
[k]pl<2)V 8uo noCTEL8<avL AocpaXElQu Kal 'OpBcoolcoL AAPH" 8EX(()dKL0V AAPH+' Kd-rrpoq AP'
[yX]uKECoq ^e. Ill, xoslq [PI], Tuxfj AAAAPHHH' olvou Kvl8lcov KEpa^ucov All, TL^f] PH" dXcpiTcav
[jiE'l III, TL^f] AH" ^uXcov APII,HAIII' o^ouq }[[• aTac|)L8Eq AHH' dpTU^aTa II' [aX]£q H' sXaL-
[ov] H" KEpa^ioq HHH' av0paKEq AAHH' dvvr|ocov H" spydTatq AP' ^ayElpoLq AH" ETrLOTT-

65 XayxvL8ioL H-l 11' epeBlvBol PHH' Kdpua AAPH' loxdBEq [AH]HH' KXritiaTiBEq Kal pu-
V[H®'-] TOlq jxf| TTOpEUOpEVOLq Elq a-TTO^lOLpaV P' [olvou] KcOLOU KEpa^LOSV AAAP,
i, [TLix]fi HAPP' vLKriTfipLOv dulXXriq A' BEUTEpstov PH+. [''Exoh]£v Be to drroTETayHS-
« [vov] PH' Kal T(av fiHLCoBEXL05[v A]AAA' BEp^rdTcov PH' KEpatL[L<a]v PH-. vide.

TON ElZ TA EIAEI0YIAIA' d-rro t<2)v AAAA' irp6BaT[ov] APH' -nupol AH" Tupoq H"
ePeBlv-

70 [6ol] H" crfjoatia vide. ^xeXlH-I' OTErpavco^xaTa j[|' dpTOKOTicoL HHIII' Xdxava vide?- TdpLxoq H"
[o]4)Ov PH' Kdpua H-lll' otvoqPIII. vide.

KAI TAAE HrOPAZAMEN- -napd MvfjOLoq
[K]al Bof,0ou ocpriKLOKOuq PA, tov o(})TiKLaKov HA, tl^xti PH' AoplavL IpyaTLKOV tqv
[(T<})]r|KLCTKCOV HPH-jXX' TOUTCOV KaTEXpfjoBri KEXsUOVTOq dpXLTEKTOVOq Elq TTJV 6pO(|)f}V
[t]oG oIkou toO KaLVOu toO -rrpoq i&i Zapa-nLELCOL ocPtiklokol All' Kal l-nl tov Mvco-rrov I.I' Kal Elq

75 [t]o otcolBlov to -rrpoq tol Zapa-rrLELCOL I- Kal Elq Tfjv OTodv ti^v -rrpoq tol nooLBEOOL AAAP' vide.
Trapd 'Aii4>LKX£ouq BoKouq OTpoyyuXaq lll,HPH-, <Sote Irrl tov oTkov tov Irrl toO KuvBlou' Tra-
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Suggested
andri ng

date ii-i

No 33 See discussion under no -5.

Suggested date c. 80—30

Per ;L od OBE

Peri od

{^o 3^i' a dedication to Apollo by Lochos from R'alymnos, his
wife and his children, published by, among others, Segre
(1933, 49; 1944-45 29, no 23). He connects it with no 33,
which concerns Pamphilos, Parmeniskos' son, naturally Python,
Apolledoros' son and with an inscription from Kalymnos where
Apol1 odorOS,
(Seqre 1933, 48). Both these are
Segre thus considers no 34 to be
two. The reason for this data is

'vthon son adopted by Kleumachos is honoured
dated to the 1st century B.C.
contemporsiry with the other
probably the naming of Apollo

epithet 'Kalymnas medeonti ', ruler of Kalymnos.DaiiOS and the
Segre (1944—45)
and nos 127-130.

S nos 108-110 contains the words 'Apolloni Dalioi
Kalymnos medeonti'. S 103 is dated to the Augustan period by
mention of Gains Germanicus and S no 109 and 110 to the 1st

century B.C. S nos 127-130 contains the phrase 'Apolloni
Kalymnio' and tell of the restoration of dedications to Apollo
by P. Servilius Isauricos, proconsul over Asia 46-44. Segre
thus considers a date of c. 45 as probable. See also the
discussion under no 5.

Fraser has suggested a somewhat later date, the 1st century
A.D., but considering this group as a whole I think it is less
1i kely.

:ompares this inscription with his nos 108-110

No

Suggested date c. 50-40 Per i od

35 and no 36 are dedications, no 35 to Athena A1sei a and no
36 to Athena Alseia and the Damos. The letters of no 35 are
apicated accordiiTg to the drawing in Maiuri (1925, no 447). •
The alpha has a straight cross—bar.in some cases and a broken
in some. The strokes of the lamda, mu, and the ypsilon are
curved. The oblique strokes of the kappa are short. The
oblique strokes of the ypsilon join at a high point. The
omicron is smaller than the other letters and placed in the
middle of the line. The omega is somewhat smaller i
other letters and placed at the bottom of the line,
horizontal stroke of the eta is separated from the
ones, a trait which occurs in the late Hellenistic

:ha(n the

The

verti cal

and Roman
imperial period according to Guarducci

The iota in ' '

out. whereas in

T.he dative form of Athana Alseia is written
wiicri =«= Alt no 36 it is absent.

Sherwin-White dates this inscription, as well as no
the ist century u.l,. — 1st century A.D. I believe that
may be a little earlier than no 36 and thus I olace it in the

(1967, 381)

36

no

to



Date c. 125-116 Period

No 4 is -fragmentary. In the inscription a daughter o-f
Nikomedes honours Kleinos' son.It has been dated by Sherwin-
White to the 2nd to 1st centuries and Fraser thinks that
perhaps it is -from the late 2nd or early 1st century.

Suggested date ii/i Peri od

No 5 At the risk o-f repeating many o-f the opinions presented
by Segre (1938, 48-50; 1944-45, 28-30, 162-63), I think it is
necessary to discuss at some length nos 5, 33, 34 and 80
together with two other inscriptions -from Kalymnos belonging
to the same group (Segre 1944-45, no 137 B and 139).

Catno Date Fi nd Adoo Name

pi ace ti on

Ded.to Honours

voted

Reason

•for

honour

5 8

S-

X i-i

W i/i

S 139 S i B.C.

Kos adop Apollodoros
Python's
son, ad. by
Kleumachos

Kalym adop Apollodoros
nos Python's

son, ad. by
K1eumachos

S i B.C. Kos adop
Fr i B.C. .

Pamph i1os Homo
Parmenis— noia
kos' son, and
nat. Python the
Apollodo— Demos
ros' son

golden
wreath,
marble

statue

golden ; arete
wreath, euse-
gilt beia
statue phil-

agathia
eunoi a

S 50-40 Kos adop Lochos
Lochos'

son, nat.
Xenokra-

tes' son

Apollo
Deli OS

80 S i B.C. Kos

S-W i/i

P-C undat

S 137B S i B.C. Kal ym-
nos

Zopyros,
EuphiletOS
son

Homonoi a"

Homonoi a

1^,0 \



Fr = Fraser, opinions expressed in a private letter
p-C = Pugliese-Carratelli, PdP 24, 1969, 374-76
S = Segre, Tit. Cal•, A5AA NS 6—7, 1944—45
S-W = Sherwin-White, Ancient Cos. 1978

Apollodoros, Python's son, my no 5 and S no 139, was
honoured by both the Koan and the Kalymnian demos. The
Kalymnian demos honoured him +or his arete. his piety
(eusebeia), his benevolence (philaaathia) and his kindness
(eunoia). The Koan demos praised his arete and eunoia. Both
demoi voted him a golden wreath, the Kalymnians one o-f the
largest kind (ek'ton nomon megistoi). The Koans voted him a
marble statue and the Kalymnians a gilt statue. Apollodoros
appears to have done something valuable to both societies, and
maybe most so to the Kalymnians, who voted him the greater
honours.

The lettering o-f the Kalymnian inscription, S 139, is very
like the lettering o-f my no 33. They may well be contemporary.

No 33 is dedicated by Pamphi1os/Python to Homonoia and the
Damos. S 137B is a dedication to Homonoia between the
Kalymnians and the Isthmiotes, dated by Segre to the 1st
century B.C. My no 80 is a dedication to Homonoia by an
Isthmiote, Zopyros, Euphiletos' son, on behal-f o-f the
Isthmiotes and the other citizens. We thus have three
dedications to Homonoia -from about the same time. One of
these, no 33, includes the dedication of a temple (naos) to
Homonoia and the Damos.

Three of the four inscriptions concerning adopted sons were
found on Kos. The one found on Kalymnos, S 139, concerns
Apollodoros, Python's son, who was honoured also on Kos. Thus
they all have a Koan connection and that they presumably were
adopted into Koan families.

The two men, Apollodoros, Python's son in no 5 and
Pamphi1 OS, naturally Python, Apollodoros' son in no 33 must be
related as, apart from their names, they both came from
Kalymnos which, in this period, was incorporated in the Koan
state (Segre 1938, 48-49). I think that Apollodoros is the
father (or possibly grand- or great grandfather) of
Pamphi1os/Python in no 33. I hold it as less probable that he
is a son of Pamphi1os/Python. If the latter had had a son
after being adopted by Parmeniskos, it is more probable that
this son would have been given a name taken from his father's
'new' family. Nor would he be called Python's son, but rather
Pamphi1 OS' son.

Apollodoros is given an earlier date by Segre (ii-i) than
the rest of the group (i B.C.). This is consistent with the
hypothesis that Apollodoros is the father or an earlier
progenitor of Pamphi 1os/Python. .There are, however, a few
problems with the suggestion of an earlier date for the
Apollodoros inscriptions. First, Apollodoros is adopted, a
trait he shares with the later dated nos 33 and 34. Second, as
noted above, the lettering of S 139 is very similar to my no

13.02.



33 as published by Paton ?< Hicks (no 61).
^no-ther possibility is that Apollodoros^ having reached old

age was thanked -for his contributions towards society earlier
in his career, i.e. be-fore his adoption and there-fore is
called by his pre-adoptive patronymic.

A more interesting sol-ution would be that both the
-father(?) and the son(?), one as an old man, the other as a
grown man, were adopted by Koans at the same time -for special
reasons.

That would mean that no 5, 33, 80, S 137B and S 139 could
perhaps all have been occasioned by the same series o-f events.
No 34 also may well belong in this context.

Something apparently happened to make it desirable -for
certain Kalymnians to be adopted by Koan -families. I think it
is more probable that this something happened before Kos - and
Kalymnos - was incorporated into the Roman province of Asia
and became subject to provincial jurisdiction c. 30
B.C.(Sherwin-White 1978, 221). After this, events momentous
enough to cause the dedication of a temple to Homonoia and the
Damos, no 33, would presumably have been dealt with by the
Roman magistrates.

Suggested date c. 80-30 Period 6

No 6 mentions Junia, Decimus' daughter, Publius' wife. She is,
of course, identical with Junia, wife of Publius Servilius
Isauricos (Magie 1950, II, 1271, n. 42.4), who was also
honoured with a portrait statue in the Asklepieion by the Koan
demos (no 49). It should thus be dated to c. 46-44. It is
grouped among the sepulchral inscriptions in Paton & Hicks (no
206), but it is doubtful that it is a funerary stone
(DISCUSS) probably returned to Rome with her husband.
Presumably it was Junia herself who was portrayed or possibly
she had the statue erected as her name is in the.nominative.

Suggested date 46-44 Period 6

No 7 honours Eirinaios, Theodotos' son. It was published by
Maiuri (1925, no 457) who notes 'a causa dell'altesza, non mi
e state possibile ricavare un calco'. I have not found the
inscription and so do not know what the letters look like. The
type of inscription - honorary, erected by.the damos - is most
common at a late date. This suggests a late date for no 7,
perhaps the 1st century B.C. or the early Ish century A.D.

Suggested date i- early i Period 6-7

No 9 is an inscription in Latin wherin Roman citizens on Kos
honour Kos Town for its piety to Gaius Julius Caesar. As Kos
supported Pompejus in the Civil War I believe this document to
be from the time after Caesar's victory over Pompejus, i.e. c.

\l.o3









KOAN AMPHORAS.

; ' Jl 2.2. , I

lS,o(

My aim with this tentative study is to seek the economic
picture behind the tables o-f amphora handles. The study is
sketchy in the extreme and I have not had time to check the
•figures. I want to present -for discussion the material and
whether it can be used the way .1 have used it.

Problems involved when using Koan amphora handles as a way

of reconstructino trade.

1. We know that not all Koan amphoras were stamped as
opposed to almost all Knidian and Rhodian - the latter were
stamped on both handles What was the ratio of stamped to
unstamped Koan amphoras? Was it the same in all periods or did
it vary?

2. Koan amphoras were stamped from the late 4th century
<then very rarely, oral information, Empereur) down to about
70/50. Most stamps seem to date from the 2nd and 1st centuries.

According to Empereur there was a total break in the
stamping of Knidian amphoras between 85 and 78 because of the
Mithradatic War. After this war s'tamping reoccurred (but not to
the same extent) down to Augustan times, that is, the wars
meant disruption of trade,

3. From the end of the 2nd century and particularly from the
beginning of the 1st century, amphoras of the Koan type start
being produced at various places, for instance Myndos,
Halicarnassos, Theangela, Knidos and Rhodes. According to
Empereur the clay can be so similar to that of Kos as to make
it virtually impossible to see any difference with the eye.

These extra-Koan production centres may also have
produced amphoras with name stamps now considered to be Koan.

How many of the so-called Koan handles from this late
period are not Koan?

4. Unless the Koan handles published from various sites are
dated and a ratio of stamped to unstamped handles is worked out
for the different periods we cannot really make an estimate of
the Koan wine trade down to the end of the 2nd century.

For the 1st century and later we also have to learn how
many of the so called Koan amphora handles really are Koan.

5. Koan potters produced not only the 'classical' double
handled amphoras but also other types, for instance, a)
imitation of the Rhodian type (Grace, Empereur), b)the so-
called Nikandros-group (Grace, Empereur, Sav^anou-Petropoulak^g
thinks these are not Koan) and c)the so called the Sopatros
group. These groups have not been included in the 'Koan' group
when published.

Do these groups show a similar proportion of stamped to
unstamped handles?
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What do we today know o-f the ratio o-f Koan stamped to unstamped

amphoras?

Already in 1949 Miss V. Grace presented us with the -fact
that many examples o-f the Koan amphoraas were not stamped
(Hesp. Supply 8, 1949, 181, 186), an observation since repeated
by her several times.

Mr, Empereur presented the results o-f an 'in-formal' survey
made in 1976 on the southern coast o-f Kos in an article. He

counted 176 double handles, two o-f which were stamped. In a
note he says that the unstamped handles are contemporary with
the stamped ones (2nd and 1st cent.). This would give a ratio
o-f 13 44, a -figure which he later modi-fies to 1 s 30 (oral
presentation in Pylos 1984),

In an excavation in Delos, la Maison au nord de I'llot de
Bronze (date t.a.q. 69), Empereur studied all the Koan handles
-from the excavation. There were 59, three o-f which were
stamped, the implied ratio o-f stamped to unstamped amphoras is
Is 12 (Empereur, BCH 106, 1982, 226--27, 233),

In using the lower o-f the two ratios available, i.e. by
multiplying all Koan -figures in the table presented by S,
Sherwin-White by twelve, and by dividing the Rhodian -figures by
half I hope to come a little closer to reality when presenting
a tentative table of the number of Koan and Rhodian amphoras
exported. One would thus get a more correct picture of the
relative importance of these two wine exporting countries.

Most publications do not date the Koan handles, usually an
ove^ll figure is given. Exceptions are publications by Grace -
Sav^anou-Petropoulakou. An estimate of the development of Koan
trade cannot really be given until one has both the dated
stamped handles and the ratios stamped unstamped handles for
the different periods.

Of a total number of 1925 stamped 'Koan' handles I have the
date of about 384, that is, cirka 20%. Of the dated handles
more than half come from before c, 108 (see table), I am very
grateful to Miss Grace who has given me the date of some
previously unpublished Koan handles mainly from the agora
excavations in Athens!

Athens 1988--11-21
Kerstin Hoghammar



KOAN ECONOMY

I/. C-fa ce^ I ^ ^
ll(>'0\

The importance o-f the Koan synoecism -for the well-being o-f
the community can be seen by the reading o-f Diodoros Siculus
(XV 76,2) 'From this time on (ine„ from the foundation of Kos
in 366 and onwards) it grew greater both -through the public
revenues and through the wealth of private individuals and
soon became a match for leading cities.'

Material remains tell the same story? the Asklepieion was
planned and built as a unity during the first half of the
third century. In Kos town a thea-tre had been built before 240
and in the huge agora a temple with an adjacent (syn) altar of
Dionysos was ready before c, 200 when it was mentioned in an
inscription <PH 10 a2S).

Agri culture,

Rhodes and Kos are fertile islands and agriculture and
farming were always a predominant part of the island's economy
in antiquity. Corn, olives and wine, as well as vegetables and
fruit were cultivated. Farm animals were also kept.

Trade.

The placing of the 'new' city at the north-eastern end of
the island with a good natural harbour meant that it was on
the mainroad of trade between the Black Sea area and Rhodes
and Egypt. Ships sailing along the coast of Asia Minor put in
at the harbour and the levying of harbour dues increased the
Koan public income to a (presumably) considerable extent,

Koan trade developed with export of wine , which was
considered of good quality, silk and per-fume and impart of
mainly grain (?).

Stamped Koan amphora handles have been found particularly
in Alexandria and in different poleis in the Black Sea area.
Quite a number have been found on Delos, As yet they are
almost non—existant on the Greek mainland except for Athens.

Recently J--V Empereur (BCH 106, 1982, 226-227) proposed
that only a few of the Koan amphora handles were stamped. He
suggests a r^^tio of about of about one to thirty
information, Pylos, 1984). In an addendum to the
he referers to an excavation on Delos where both
and unstamped Koan amphora handles were counted.

(oral

same article

the stamped
This context,

-the t, a. q, of which was 69, gave a ratio of one stamped
amphora to twelve unstamped ones. He also considers most o-f
the Koan amphora handles in the Alexandria museum to date to
the second and first centuries. The Rhodian handles in the
same collection date from approximately the same period
(kolla!), A comparison of the statistics furnished by Sherwin-
White (1978, 238) gives us a number of about 40 OOP Rhodian

(the Rhodian handles were almost invariably stamped
on both sides!) as yet found in Alexandria. Av\estimate based
on the ratio of Is 12 gives us a number of c. 17 760 Koan



amphoras and a ratio of 1s30 gives us a number of about 42 000
amphoras- This gives us a totally di-f-ferent picture the impart
o-f -foreign amphoras with or without content to Alexandria.

Added to this are the recently discovered mountains o-f
locally produced amphora sherds which dwar-f any imports.

The Koan amphoras probably contained Koan wine when shipped
to their various destinations as Koan wine was appreciated
during antiquity. Recent research has shown Koan amphora -finds
also in the Roman world o-f the western Mediterranean during
the early Roman Empire (Hesnard, BCH Suppl. 13, 75-79).

Rhodian amphoras very possibly contained non-Rhodian wine
when arriving at their destinations. This suggests a di-f-ferent
pattern in the distribution o-f income in Rhodes and Kos. A
broader spectrum o-f society bene-fited economically on Kos as
an amphora -found abroad implies work on the island both -for
the shipper and sailors, the tradesmen, the producers o-f
amphoras and the wineproducers.

A somewhat surprising -fact is that a large majority o-f the
amphoras appear to date -from the second and -first centuries.
One would have expected a more even distribution including the
third century, when Koan relations with Alexandria were very
close.

Another -factor contributing to Koan prosperity during
almost the entire Hellenistic period was its political
stability. In marked contrast to most o-f mainland Greece and
also many island communities we hear o-f no stasis on the
island o-f Kos. Add to this that the island su-f-fered hardly at
all -from the many wars ravaging the Hellenistic world. As -far
as we know Kos su-f-fered enemy troops on its own territory only
once just be-fore 200, and then very brie-fly, before the last
fifty years EKC,
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KOAN AMPHDRAS AND TRADE.

My aim with this tentative study is to try to present an
alternative picture of the importance of the Koan wine trade
for the Koan community. The figures presented in the tables of
various excavation reports/publications for stamped handles
are, if one has no knowledge of the amount of unstamped
handles found and unfortunately hardly ever reported, very
easy to mi si nter piret in terms of trade.

In using the ratio of stamped to unstamped handles found in
an excavation on Delos (Is 12) on the entire material of Koan
handles my only aim is to break through the common
misapiprehension that the number of Koan amphoras on various
sites was very small as compared with, for instance, those
from the neighbouring island of Rhodes. Undoubtedly there was
a difference, but not on the scale so easily and so mistakenly
seen in the exact numbers of stamped handles found. In using
the ratio Is 12 for stamped to unstamped handles I do not think
that I overrepresent the implied total number of Koan amphoras
at a certain site. I rather suspect that the ratio was even
higher during the third and most of the second century, but
this remains to be proved. However, even in using the ratio
Is 12 one can see important changes in the relative
relationship between Kos and Rhodes in for instance the
northern and western Black Sea area.

I wish to stress that the figures I present in my
calculations do not represent a real number of amphoras found
in any place listed, but I believe that my figures come closer
to the number of Koan amphoras once there than the figures
presented in the tables of stamped handles found.

It would not have been possible for me to produce this text
without the information and help given to me by Miss V. Grace
and Mr. J.-Y. Empereur, whom I hereby thank.

Problems involved when using Koan amphora handles as a way

of reconstructinq trade.

1. Stamped Koan amphoras i^ppear from the late 4th century
(then very rarely, oral information, Empereur) and continue
down to about Augustan times. Most stamps seem to date from
the 2nd and 1st centuries.

According to Miss Grace there was a break in the stamping
of Knidian amphoras between 88 and 85 because of the
Mithradatic War. After this war stamping reoccurred (but not
to the same extent) down to Augustan times, that is, the wars
meant disruption of trade (Grace ?< Savvati anou-Petropoulakou,
Delos XXVII, 1970, 322-23). Was there a break in the
production on Kos as well or could the island profit on the
difficulties of the other wine producing area and increase its
exports?

2. We know that far from all Koan amphoras were stamped as



opposed to almost all Knidian and Rhodian — the latter were
stamped on both handles What was the ratio o-f stamped to
unstamped Koan amphoras? Was it the same in all periods or did
it vary?

Unless the Koan handles published -from various sites are
dated and a ratio o-f stamped to unstaimped handles is worked
out for the different periods we cannot really make an
estimate of the Koan wine trade down to the end of the 2nd

century.
For the 1st century and later we also have to learn how

many of the so called Koan amphora handles really are Koan.

3. Koan potters produced not only the 'classical' double
handled amphoras but also other types, for instance, a)
imitation of the Rhodian type <Grace, Empereur), b)the so-
called Nikandros-group (Grace, Empereur; - Savvatianou-
Petropoulakou thinks that this group is not Koan -) and c)the
so called the Sopatros group (Empereur). These groups have not
been included in the 'Koan' group when published and are thus
not included in my calculations.

Do these groups show a similar proportion of stamped to
unstamped handles?

4. From the end of the 2nd century and particularly from
the beginning of the Ist century, amphoras of the Koan type
start being produced at various places, for instance Myndos,
Halicarnassos, Theangela, Knidos and Rhodes. According to
Empereur the clay can be so similar to that of Kos as to make
it virtually impossible to see any difference with the eye.

These e;--!tra-Koan production centres may also have produced
amphoras with name stamps now considered to be Koan.

How many of the so-called Koan handles from this late
period are not Koan?

5. Koan amphoras contained more wine than for instance
Rhodian jars. A Koan jar took over 40 liters whereas a Rhodian

one took 25 to 26 liters.

The ratio of Koan stamped to unstamped amphoras.

Already in 1949 Miss 0. Grace presented us with the fact
that many examples of the Koan amphoras were not stamped, she
also notes that the same observation was made by the
Alexandrian collector of stamped amphora handles, mr Lucas
Benaki (Hesp. Suppl. 8, 1949, 181, 186), an observation since
repeated by Miss Grace several times.

In 1962 D. Levi and G. Pugliese-Carratel1i published a
number of handles from lasos in Caria. They pointed out that
the number of stamped handles from Rhodes found was much
larger than from anywhere else, but that perhaps the numerical
relationship between imports of wine amphoras as such from Kos
and Rhodes had to be modified somewhat because of the finding



o-f a great number of double handles without stamps apparently
•from Kos (A5AA, N,S. 23-24, 1961-62, 605).

Mr, Empereur presented the results o-f an 'in-formal' survey
made in 1976 on the southern coast of Kos in an article. He
counted 176 double handles, two of which were stamped. In a
note he says that the unstamped handles are contemporary with
the stamped ones (2nd and 1st cent.). This would give a ratio
of 1544, a figure which he later modifies to 1:30 (oral
presentation in Pylos 1984).

In an excavation in Delos, la Maison au nord de I'llot de
Bronze (date t.a.q. 69), Empereur studied all the Koan handles
from the excavation. There were 59, three of which were
stamped, the implied ratio of stamped to unstamped amphoras is
Is 12 (Empereur, BCH 106, 1982, 226-27, 233).

Most publications do not date the Koan handles, usually an
overal1 figure is given. Exceptions are the later publications
by Grace - Savvatianou-Petropoulakou. An estimate of the
development of Koan trade cannot really be given until one has
both the dated stamped handles and the ratios stamped
unstamped handles for the different periods.

As I have already pointed out the ratio of stamped to
unstamped Koan amp)horas is on the whole unknown. However, I
would like to make the experiment of multiplying the figures
given in S. Sherwin-White's table (Ancient Cos, 1978, 238) by
twelve, the lower ratio presnted by Empereur from the Delos
excavation. I am fully aware that the result will not give a
true picture of Koan trade as the ratio probably varied at
different times and the figures given in Sherwin-White's table
are undated (most Koan stamps, however, seem to date to the
second and first centuries).

Centres where Koan amphoras seem to predominate.

I will list the places where the calculated number of Koan
amphoras is larger than the number of Rhodian jars. The Koan
figures are quoted first. In the Black 8ea area; Phanagoreia
168-150, Panticapaion 240-123, Chersonessos 156-92, Tyras 468-
155, Istria 444-242. I add some places for which Sherwin~White
has not given the figures, Myrmekion 192-98, Callatis 192-~64
(Gajdukevic, Das Bosporanische Reich, 1971, 182, n. 375
Gramatopol, Poenaru Bordea, Dacia N.S. 13, 1969, 127-37). In
Panticapaion, Phanagoreia and Tyras the implied number of Koan
amphoras is not only larger than the Rhodian, but the largest
number of amphoras imported all together as the presen-b
evidence stands. The count and identification of unstamped
handles may, of course, change this picture. (In Olbia and
Odessus the Fi'hodian figures are higher than the Koan even
after the conversion.)

Apart from the Black Sea area the Koan figures are higher
at Pella (where Thasian amphoras are most numerous of all)
180-104, Samos 234-195, lasos on the Karian mainland 168-30,

1^.03



Kos 1932-198 and Nessana in Palestine 240-7. The jars in

Nessana are however, according to their publisher Miss Grace,
very likely to have been reused be-fore being brought there and
thus do not bear evidence as to trade between Kos and Nessana.

In a more recently published excavation on Labraunda, Koan
amphoras predominate with an implied number 144-12. Most o-f
•the Koan handles date to the period ICS to 80, whereas the
Rhodian are earlier, c. 275 to 108.

4

A'bhens, Del as and Alexandria.

In Athens (agora) and Delos the Knidian handles ar
e in a vast majority. In Athens the Rhodian handles seem to be
more numerous during the late third and early second centuries
whereas the Knidian ones dominate -from about the middle o-f the

second century or somewhat earlier and onwards. On Delos the
Rhodian are much more numerous in the second century, but the
Knidian handles dominate from the second quarter of the same
century (Delos, Empereur BCH 106, 1982, 224; the Athenian
agora, Grace, Hesperia 54, 1985, 7). As has been pointed out
by Y. Garlan (Trade in the ancient economy, 1983, 28) the
figures for Delos may change if earlier layers are excavated.

In these two centres the figures for Koan and Rhodian
amphoras do not differ so much after conversion. For Delos the
relationship is 636 implied Koan amphoras and 800 Rhodian
(These numbers are based on the -figures given in Sherwin-
White's table. There are more recent figures published for the
Rhodian handles but not for the Koan and I therefore use the
older figures.). For the Athenian agora the implied Koan
number is 2 096 and the Rhodian number is 2 216. Miss Grace
very kindly gave me the opportunity to make a quick count of
the Koan stamped amphora handles from the aqora - the number
of which is 166 — as well as the date of Koan amphora handles
found in datable contexts in the agora (see table) - 79 dated
handles and jar-s of a total of 17o' —. (I am very grateful to
her for this information and also -for her kindness to me
whenever I visited her.) Most of the datable handles and jars
(of which there are seven) come from the early second century.
It is thus not unlikely that the import of Koan amphoras was
larger before the middle of the second century than after that
t i me.

As the dates of very few of the stamped Koan handles found
on Delos have been published, only 17 of a total of 55, it is
at present impossible to say anything about the chronological
development on the island. Thirteen of the seventeen dated
stamped handles are late, i.e. early first century, but we
know from Deli an inscriptions concerning the buying of wine
for the festival of -the Posidaia that in 180 thirtyfive jars
of Koan wine was bought at a price of 105 dr. and in 178
another thirtyfive jars for 100 dr (J.H, Kent, Studies
presented to D.M. Robinson. 1953, 128), Also, as has been
mentioned above, this picture may change if excavations of the
earlier layers at Delos were to take place.



Un-f ortunatel y it is not possible to get an idea of the
number of unstamped amphoras in any o-f the above mentioned
pi aces.

For Alexandria Miss Grace has gone through 18 000 F^hodian
handles bearing stamps with the name of the potters. These
handles represent 18 000 amphoras. Between 176 - 146 the turn
up of Rhodian amphoras is about 78 per year and then it
increases to 227 per year in period from 146 - 108, and from
108 - 88 the yearly turn-ufj is about 163 (Grace, Hesperia 54,
1985, 42). Ti:is means, as has already been pointed out, that
Rhodes kept up, and maybe even increased the export of wine
amphoras after 166.

The total number of Rhodian amphoras, c. 40 000, is more
than double the implied number of hl'oan ones, 17 760, but the
difference is certainly not on the scale as the one so easily
percived by a mere provision of the numbers of stamped handles
found? 80 000 Rhodian to 1 480 Fi!oan.

According to Empereur the majority of the h'!oan handles in
Alexandria date to the second and first centuries which would
make them roughly contemporary with the Rhodian handles there.

The huge amount of unstamped Egyptian amphoras found and
reported recently do, however, make all imports small in
comparison (Empereur, BCH Suppl. 13, 103-109).

For Cyprus I would like to refer to Y„ Calvet. He writes
that 'From the middle of the third century the stamps from
Thasos, Kos and other important centres of production grow
more and more rare, they are, after that, hardly represented
at all to the exclusive profit of Rhodes during the second
century' (Kition-Bamtaoula I. Les timbres amphoriques. 1982,
53) .

Dated Foan handles.

Of a total number of 1925 stamped 'Koan' handles I have the
date of about ->84, that is, cirFia 2oX. A very small amount of
the dated handles come from the third century. Somewhat over
200 come from c. 200 to 108 and somewhat less than 200 come
from the first century. Most of these last are from before c.
50 B.C. (70 B.C.?) These figures agrees with the information
given by J-V Empereur for the Koan handles in Alexandria,

Conclusi on.

Even from the little we know about dated Koan stamped
amphora handles it is perhaps permissible to conclude that the
Koan wine (and amphora) trade was important to the economy of
Kos during the second and early first centuries. As'for the
third and later first century it is more difficult to judge.
The stamping of handles seems to have been rarer, at least
during the late period and so the number of stamped handles
give little information as to the size of trade.

iq.o^



We do know that export of Koan type amphoras continued during
the Augustan and early imperial period as such amphoras have
been found both in the East and in the West Hediterranean

area» But here most remains to be done as to the exact

original provenances of these amphoras.
The most important conclusion, however, is the

understanding that it is vitally important in further
excavations to note also the number of unstamped handles
found, and, if possible, to ascertain their origin and date.
The completely changed picture of the importance of Koan trade
sketched above open exciting possibilities in the research of
the economic history of not only Kos, but also other wine
producing and wine importing centres.

Athens 1988-11-28

Kerstin Hoghammar
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AMPHORA STAMPS hKUM uallaii:)
AND SOUTH DOBRUDJA*

MlHAl GRAMATOPOL
and OH. POENARU BORDEA

As a younger branch of the epigraphies, whose important achievements were realized
in a recent period, the ceramics epigraphy has brought till now and certainly will bring
henceforth too many considerable services to the history. Of a special significance for the
hellenistic age are the amphora stamps put on the handles or on the neck of the jars;
they afford precious data for the economic history because generally speaking their centres
of production can be easily identified, in every case with less dificulties than for any other
archaeological material. Consequently it clearly appears that the amphora staiiips mean for
an archaeologist or a historian a concrete document in establishing the directions and the

of the trade relations of a Greek city. These data complete the information other
wise obtained, mainly from the historical sources of the antiquity or from the decrees or
funeral inscriptions of a town whose citizens are sometimes mentioned in the inscriptions
of other cities^.

From the standpoint of the material we are concerned with, Callatis by the great
number of the amphora stamps discovered, ranks first among the towns founded by Greek
colonists on the western coast of the Black Sea.

Although our information is not exhaustive as to the number of stamps taken into
account for the other towns of the western coast of the Pontus Euxinus, which we mustcom
pare with those from Callatis, we have considered the publishing of the Callatian lot as a
necessary step to the carrying out of the corpus of all amphora stamps found in Romania

A^^^Sa situation was established in 1960 on the basis of 647 stamps *to which must
^ be added a irnmer of66 pieces unaccessible to the author*; it gives a total which docs not

top with much the figure of 700 amphora stamps.

• The commentary was written by Gh. Poenaru Bor-
dea and Mihai Gramatopol; the catalogue (completing,
classification, dating and bibliography of the amphora
stamps) and the indices were drawn up by Mihai Gra
matopol.

1 L. Robert, Les inscriptions grecques de Bulgarte,
in Revue de philologie, de littirature et d*his!cire ancienne,
III, XXXIII (185 of the collection). 11°<* fascicle. 1959.
pp. 180-181.

• V. Eftimie. Imports of Stamped Aniphot ae in the Lower
Danubian Regions and a Draft Romanian Corpus of Am

OACIA, N.S.. Tome XIII, 1969, pp. 127-292, Bucirest

phora Stamps^ in «Dacia ». N. S., Ill, 1959. pp. 195—215.
® O. G. Salnikov, Jfo numataui npo mopzoe^.thni

ae'usKu cmapodaeiihtx njcejienh ua yedepeoKOtci Jfnuc-
mpoechKoso AUMony a Fpettieio a VI—II cm. do n.e.
(Ilonepedne noeide.u.ieHUji) in MamepiaAU ApxeoAoeii
nieHiMHoeo IIpuMopHOMops, III. Odessa, 1960, pp. 28—29.

* Gr. Avachian. nouidin Tyras, inCNA.V. 1924.
nos. 49-50, p. 3-16, nos. 1—32; nos 53—54.
p. 37—46. nos. 45. 47—63. and p. 50. nos.69; i6ide»»i.
VI. 1925. ncs. 59-62. p. 27-38. nos. 70. 73. 79. 83, 84.
87. 88, SO, 92. 93-99.
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As regards to the number of 1081 stamps published in 1957* a more im
portant lot was added, amountmg msome years to about 1300« pieces; we consider today
the figure as being of approx. 1600 ^ items.
^ Recently the gap in our information abouiE^^as surpassed:
stamps. oMJjtwhfh from the Roman period, was published» ^

Fo,;,%iam|no attempt was made to gather the material, but even so.a figure of 119
items® IS known.

Our knowledge about the material discovered at for the mdment very
scanty QnlyJwo.stampo'ere puWishedw and excepting one c^» the information about
Other discovenes is not sure. *-0

The situation Ubetter atpdwuSI ^vhence result 234 amphora stamps published till
Tllf Z. , rV Period". At this figure will be added, we hope ina short time, a new lot nch enough". In anv ai_ x j- ji.fr

4.U i. t nnn • ^ the stamps discovered at Varna do notreach yet the amount of 300 pieces.

- >»

^df'7hl stamps discovered atrS^As _a on o our ar ice, Callatis becomes one of the most important centresresult

®V.Canarache, Importul amforelor fiampilate la Istria
Bucharest. 1957, we obtain this number after the subd
traction from the total sumof 1162 stamps, of81 pieces
discovered at Sinoe-Zmeica (nos. 23, 78, 176, 214 215
248, 293, 331, 337, 376, 416, 426, 433, 488, 490. 492'
503, 507, 512, 516, 517, 523, 546, 552, 554,^558 562*
564, 571, 589, 593, 600, 601, 603, 604, 609, 6I5! 632*
636,649, 692- 694,700, 703, 705, 720, 723, 745, 773J
= 64 pieces), at Tariverdi (nos. 15. 62, 76,135-138
297, 303, 497 = 11 pieces), at Baia-Hamangia, (nos. 64*
467, 579, 597, 611, 630 = pieces) which were mingled
in the catalogue with those discovered at Histria.

• V. Eftimie, op. eit., p. 198 and the note 5.
Information from V. Eftimie—Andronescu who pre

pare now the lot for the volume «Histria», III. in the
period after 1957, nostamp was published,excepting those
'1*1 « Alexandrescu's Necropola tumulard, in %Histria•11. Bucharest. 1967. p. 192. XXVI. 17 and 18, p|. 77'
p. 509 (determined by V. Eftimie-Andronescu).

M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea. Am/ore s/ani-
pilate dm Tomis, In SCIV, 19. 1968, 1, pp. 41-61.

• O. MSrculescu, Bizone-Portul Cavarna, monografie
tstortcd, in AnD, XV, 1934, p. 149, photographs without
readmgs; Idem, Descoperiri arheologice dobrogene, in
AnD. XVI. 1935. pp. 127-129, fig. 10-19;K.Shkorpil,
Heuamu npxy OM^opu omh ^epHOMopcKomo KpaHSepb-
oicue.m «Izvestiia-Institut», VIII, 1934, nos. 1-26,
pp. 28—32; M. Mirtchev, AM^pnume nenamu am Myaek

Bapna, Sofia, 1958, nos. 1, 5, 16—17, 33, 43—44
(Thasos). 63.79. (identified as Thasian), 86—87, 92—93
98, 105. 117. 120. 125, 134-135, 138, 148, 154, 156, 159*,
161. 165. 173 (Rhodes), 180—185, 189—190. 192-196,
202-209. 212-213. 215, 222 (Sinope), 225-226 (Cher
sonese), 235 (Paros), 237- 254, 258, 260, 262, 264 (He-
raclea Pontica), 275. 288 —290, 296 —297, 303 —304
(unknown centers)= 85 pieces,amongwhichare also those
published by Shkorpil (numbers in round brackets).
To these must be added the stamps published by

Tontcheva, see M. Mirtchev, G. Tontcheva, D. Dimi-
trov, BuaoHe-Kapeywif In«Izvestiia-Vama»,XIII, 1962,
pp. 37-42, nos. 1-25.

M. Mirtchev, op. ciL, no. 23, 188; cf. K. Shkorpil,
cff.. nos. 28-29.

. It is an amphora from Heraclea Pontica discovered
1968with an engraved stamp on the neck: AOAOT,

determined by Gh. Poenaru Bordea, here mentioned by
the kind permission of Mr. P. Petkov.

" M. Mirtchev, op. cit., specifies a number of 225
pieces from Varna and surroundings. In fact, only 218 are
from Varna. Besides those discovered at Cavama (cf.
note 9) and Baltchic (cf. note 10), the following pieces are
to be removed as having differentorigins: nos. 14, 34,
®8, 221, 228, 284. To the Varna lot must be also added
a number of 13 pieces published by A. Balkanska,
"OBoomKpvunu oM^opnu nenamu eze Bapna, in Apxeo^
Aoeua, IV, 1962, 4. pp. 61-65.

M. Mirtchev, op. cif., nos. 313—314.
The stamps and the intact stamped amphorae will be

published by G. Tontcheva. Gh. Poenaru Bordea has
examined the whole material in the Varna Museum with
the kind permission of G. Tontcheva.

A. Aleksieva, AM^opnu nenamu e BypiocKw
".in* Izvestiia-Burgas ». 1, 1950, p. 4, a, nos. 13—14,
Thanks to I. Venedikov and L. Ognenova, Gh. Poe

naru Bordea has seen these piec^ at Nesebar. put at his
disposal by J. Tchimbuleva. At a first examination it
seemed to be stamps from Thasos, Rhodes, Cos, Paros and
perhaps Sinope. The lot will be published by M. Lazarov,
warden of Burgas Museum.

" T. Ivanov, BepoMUKoma om HeKponoAa Ha Ano-
Aomift, PaAKotiKu unpoyMueoHue II, 1948, p. 44,fig.44a;
A. Aleksieva, op. cit., pp. 46-47, no. 5; T. Ivanov,
AnmuHHa KepaMUKa om ueKponoAa na Amaohus, in
AnoAOHua, paaKonume e nenponoAa na AnoAonun npea
1947—1949 z., Sofia, 1963, pp. 260—263, nos. 762—771 a.
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on the western coast of Pontus Euxinus, thus giving the possibility of knowing better the
imports of stamped jars.

Thanks to the endeavour ofTh Sauciuc-Saveanu, who gathered and published regularly
these materials" in the archaeological reports or in other papers, even if most of them were
and remained in the minute local private collections, the lot offered by the earUer
researches isconsiderable enough and amounts, if our rough estimate is right, to 344 pieces,
including O. Tafrali's" and later G. Cantacuzino's contributions to this task.

It is also true that a numerous lot of special importance (gathered from excavations)
is yet unpublished On theother hand a great partof the published stamps are useless due
to the lack of necessary elements to establish their origin; there is no possibility to check
the readings because the originals are unrecoverably lost.

However, a reappraisal of these stamps is possible which we shall try to do in the
following lines, being firmly convinced that they would find their place among the stamps
discovered at Callatis and in the corpus of amphora stamps found inRomania. Some of them,
a few pieces, we hope would perhaps at a closer examination be included in the group of
various unidentified centers.

The lot we publish now cnngictQ nf 1106 items discovered at^Callatis, most of which
in the collection of Constantza Museum except the nos. 20, 58, 65—66, 70,^76, 87, 96—98,
181, 189, 195-197, 243, 306, 313. 316, 360-361, 375, 386-387, 406, 429, 433, 478, 491
492, 498, 521-522, 574, 590, 592, 625, 638, 728, 894, that is a total of 40 pieces. These
last ones are in Maria and Dr. Q.' Severeanu Collection, section of the Museum of History
of Bucharest 22,

We have considered necessary to mark «Mangalia 1962 9the lot discovered in the exca
vations made for the foundation of the new secondary school. On this occasion a restricted
research was made too The numbersof this lot are : 654,707,708,717, 804, 814, 833, 838,
842, 844,854,859, 867, 965. geg. 1011, 1018,1083-1084 = 19 pieces differing from the
lot marked M.A.C. before the inventory number which lacks at some items. The <1 Mangalia 1962
lot is originated in an extra muros zone, rich in ceramic discoveries from the hellenistic period,
fact which justifies the supposition that this part was inhabited. The extent of this zone
is still unknown; it was not included in the area excavated by C. Preda in the last years

" Th. Sauciuc-SSLveanu, Callatis, I, in « Dacia». I.
1924, nos. 1-28, pp. 148—156; Callatis, II. in « Dacia ».
II, 1925, nos. 1—4, pp. 130—131; Callatis, III, in « Da
cia •, III-IV, 1927-1932, the letters c-1, n. o, p..
427—430 and Callatis, IV, the letters a—n, pp. 458—
—462; Callatis, V, in « Dacia », V—VI, 1935—1936, nos.
1—45,pp. 250—259and Ca//a/is,VI, nos. 1—68,pp. 290—
—304; Callatis, VII, in t Dacia VII —VIIl, 1937 —
—1940, nos. 1—67, pp. 354—370; Ca//a/is,VIII, in • Da
cia », IX—X, 1941 —1944. pp. 243—244; see also, Trei
capete defigurine fi vreo citeva ansae signatae din Callatis,
in AnD, XVIII, 1937, pp. 104—111 and Callatis, in L*ar-
chiologie en Roumanie, Bucharest, 1938, pp. 67 —68.
figs. 92-103 and 105.

O. Tafrali, La citi pontique de Callatis, recherches
et fouilles, in RA, XXI, 1925, I, p. 274; La citi pontique
de Callatis, \TiA\th, I, 1927, 1, pp. 17—55, nos. 9—14,
17.1-19, 23—28; Les tumuli de Callatis, in AArh. 1928,
p. 48; Noi achizifiuni ale Museului de antichitdfi din lafi,
in AArh, II, 4, 1930, pp. 29—32, nos. 1—16; Notes sur
la Petite Scythie, in AArh, 9-10, 1933—1934, pp. 6—8,
nos. 1 — 12.

G. Cantacuzino, Timbres amphoriques inidits troU'
vis en Roumanie, in « Dacia •, III —IV, 1927 —1932, nos.

4 -.5, pp. 617 —618 ; Timbres amphoriques trouvis d Calla
tis, in RHSEE, 1935, p. 298—313; Nouveaux timbres
amphoriques trouvis d Callatis, in « Dacia », V—VI, nos.
1—7, pp. 321—327 ; Trois sceaux thasiens de Callatis con-
cemant les cultes de Thasos, in «Dacia», VII —VIII,
pp. 283—291 ; cf. also Considirations sur les timbres
amphoriques dicouverts en Roumanie sur les cites du Pont
Euxin, in RHSEE, 1939, pp. 44-52.

R. Vulpe, Noutdfi arheologice dobrogene, 1931, in
.AnD, XII, 1931, fascicle 1—12, pp. 296—297, announces
the discovery of 321 amphora stamps in the excavations
carried out in the Monte Testaccio; cf. R. Vulpe, Deux
terres cuites grecques de Callatis, in « Dacia •, V —VI, 1935 —
-1936, p. 336-337, note 7.

** V. Eftimie, op. cit., p. 202, note 25, indicates a
number of 36 stamps.

Cornel Popa, at that time warden o( Mangalia Mu
seum, supervised the works.

The main results are summarized by C. Preda in
Callatis, in the colllection « Monumcntele Patriei noastre ».
Bucharest, 1963, for the callatian extra muros ward see,
p. 28; Gh.Poenaru Bordea, Un tezaur de monede callaiiene
din perioadaautonomiei, in SCN,IN, 1968, pp. 103—104.
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The other stamps have different origins: a numerous lot was discovered on the occasion of
•rbanistic works in the stadium and in the park near it"; unfortunately these stamps and
the rest of pieces discovered at Mangalia vere afterwards mingled. Some pieces are now in
the Mangalia Museum, nos. 119, 175, 206, 718. It is to be mentioned that the stamps
quoted before as published and those which we publish now do not exhaust the material
found at Callatis.

Together with the stamps discovered in the so-called Monte Tesiaccio, before mentioned,
i lot of 440 pieces is in the stores of the National Museum of Antiquities in Bucharest, to
which must be added the material accidentally found after 1962, now in the Constantza Mu
seum. At the Museum of History of Bucharest there are also 63 pieces

Besides these, the underwater researches which we also hope successful in the future
and which were initiated by the Central Military Museum in collaboration with the Insti
tute of Archaeology, afforded a number of 50 stamps discovered in the area of the ancient
harbour in the surroundings of a wreck supposed of Greek period

Another number of stamps which must be comprised in the general corpus is scattered
in several private collections as for instance that of Dr. Horia Slobozeanu^ or Eugen Je-
beleanu 'o, in Bucharest.

An estimate of aU amphora stampsformerly published, herepublished or yet unpublished
amounts to 3000 pieces for Callatis It is possible to object that the lot in the
Constantza Museum which constitutes the main material of this work consists mostly of the
stamps coming from the excavations directed by Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu For this reason
we are obliged to cast a comparative glance at the relations between the lot formerly published
and the pieces we publish now.

In order to analyse these relations and to obtain at the same time statistical data,
we give a repartition by centers of all the amphora stamps formerly published by Th. Sau-
ciuc-Saveanu, O. Tafrali and G. (^ntacuzino.

Maintaining the same order used in the catalogue, we shall begin with the stamps
from Thasos, followed by those from Sinope, Rhodes, Heracka Pontica and from other
centers. The stamp will be quoted by specifying the author, the published work, the pageand
number Prospectively, with the occasion of the drawing up of the corpus, this first step
has to be followed by a more complex and comprehensive development of the material.
Only then the classification we have applied here could become conclusive, in the measure
it will be proved to be true.

" C- Preda. Em. Popescu and P. Diaconu. Sdpdiurile
arheologice dela Mangalia (Callatis), in «Materiale». VIII,
1962, pp. 445—451;as regards the discoveries in the zone
of the stadium, of. M. Gramatopol, Un port cotnercial
la Callatis, in Revista Muzeelor, 1966, 4, pp. 335-336,
approx. 500 stamps.

" V. Eftimie, op. cit., p. 202, note 25.
" There are stamps from Sinope, Rhodes. Thasos;

some pieces seem not to be yet attested at Callatis. The
informationabout these stamps was receivedfrom Chris
tian Vladescu ; the lot will be publishedby M. Gramato
pol, Gh. Poenani Bordea and Chr. Vl&descu.

Chr. Vladescu, Cercetdrile arheologice subacvatice
de la Callatis, In Viafa Militard, 1968, 7, pp. 6-7.

" V. Eftimie, loc. cit., givesthe figureof 100 stamps
as originated in Callatis.

.\pprox. 150 stamps were examined by M. Grama
topol in 1961.

We include in this figure the stamps considered by
Th. Sauciuc-Saveanu, Callatis,Will, in « Dacia », IX—X,
pp. 243—244, as too numerous to be listed in an exca
vation report; he hoped to publish them apart but un
fortunately his hopes were not acomplished. We believe
that this lot was of 300 pieces approximately, today ir
reparably lost. Perhaps a certain number of these amphora
stamps are to be recovered from private collections of
less importance than those just mentioned.

V. Eftimie, op. cit., p. 202, note 26.
The realloting of these stamps to the producing

centers is not always sure due to the incomplete data in
their publication and consequently our determinations
are sometimes arbitrary. For example, O. Tafrali, op.
cit., in AArh, 9-10, 1933-1934, p. 8 reads ©ACI(QN)
on a handle in "red clay with black grains as at no. 1
and 2'*, but at no. 1 and 2 there are stamps from Sinope.
In such cases we have put the stamps in the unclas
sified group.

\

THASOS
/I-//

.6; «Dacia», II, P- 129, no. 1,
428—429, g: «Dacia », V—VI,
253, nos. 5—10, p- 290—291,
p. 292 —293, no. 8,p. 293, nos,
no. 5, p. 256, no. 11, p. 264
p. 270, no. 89; AnD, XVIII,

Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu: «Dacia», I, p- 149,
n 130 no 2 D 131 no. 3; «Dacia», III—IV, p. 427, c, p.

L. 1, p. 291. n«s. 2. 3. p. 291-292, no. ^ "O,^
9, 10, p. 302-303. no. 57; «Dacia», VII V • P' '
nos. 55, 56, p. 265, nos. 57-61, p. 265-266, nos.
p. 106, no. 2, p. 106-107, no. 3, p. 107, no. 4.
O. Tafrali: AArh, I, 1, p. 38, no. 14, P.-'Jq '
nos. 2-4. p. 31, no. 11, p. 31-32, no. 12: AArh, 9-10, p.
p. 8, no. 13. A ry r
L Cantacuzino : «Dacia », VII-VIII. p. 283-285, A, B, C
nos. XVIII-XXI.

SINOPE

T. • T « I"?! nn? 9-11 P. 152, nos. 12-14; «Dacia#. III-Th. Sauciuc-Saveanu : «Dacia». I, p. , • • ^ 459-460, e, p. 460, f, p.
,V. p. 427. d. p. 4ffl. 1. p. 430 »^p2^254. no. 11. p. 2S4. nns.
460-461, g, p. 461. h. 1, ), p. 462. k. 1, J ^ 24. p. 257. nos. 27, 29-
12-15, p. 254-255, no. 16, p. 25o, nos. P. ^ ^ 296-297. no. 26, p.
31, p. 295, nos. 17-20, p. 295-^6, no. 21. ^ ^ • • 36-39, p. 300,
297, nos. 27-30. p. 298, nos. 32-34, P- 298-299, P.„o. 41; «Dacia.. VII-VIII, p 254 nos. 1, 2- 4j^255. nos.^ ^. p^^^ ^

A p" S nT,.'p. pp. 8. p. 110. nn.. 9.
10. p. Ill, nos. 12, 13. oa_25- AArh II 4 p. 30, no. 5, p. 30-31, no. 6,

p 7^132^1' U-IO! AArh. 'o-lO.'p. 6, nos. 1-3, p. 6-7, no. 4, p. 7.
v-v. ^•iipfx.rp. Ss-iS; s

Sauciuc-Siveanu: «Dacia#, ^-VI, P- JW- no ^ .
p. 263, no. 48, p. 264. no. 54; AnD. XVIII, p. HO, no. II.

RHODES

Th. Sh»Pl»o-Sllv»«.i .Dhci.., I. p. 14^ "P. P- "p.S', Z.
• ;r.:' r--4S:p.'"«• - -

p. 267, no. 71; AnD. XVIII, p. 105, no. 1.
O. Tafrali: AArh. II, 4, p. 31, no. 9, p. 32 no. 13.
G. Cantacuzino: «Dacia#. V-VI. p. 323-324, no. IV.

II, 4, p. 29—30, no. 1, p. 30,
7, nos. 10, 11, p. 7-8, no. 12,

:,; RHSEE. XII, p. 310-313,
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HERAGLEA PONTICA

Th. Sauciuc-S2Lveanu: «Dacia», I, p. 151, no. 8, p. 155, nos. 25—27; «Dacia», II, p. 131,
no. 4; f Dacia», III—IV, p. 428, e, p. 429—430, j, p. 430, o, p. 458, a, p. 462, n;aDaciai>,
V-VI, p. 255-256, no. 20, p. 256, no. 26, p. 257-258, no. 32, p. 301, no. 45; «Dacia », IX-
X.p. 244.
O. Tafrali: AArh, I, 1, p. 38, nos. 9, 11, 13.

CHERSONESE

G. Cantacuzino: RHSEE, XII, p. 309-310, nos. XVI-XVII.

FAROS

Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu : f Dacia», V—VI, p. 302, no. 51.

cos

Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu : t Dacia », I, p. 150, no. 7,p. 153, nos. 15, 16;«Dacia », V—VI, p. 259,
no. 43, p. 301, no. 49.

VARIOUS UNIDENTIFIEO CENTRES

Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu: «Dacia». I, p. 150, no. 5, p. 154, nos. 20, 22; «Dacia », V—VI, p.
256, no. 22, p. 301, no. 46, p. 302, nos. 52, 53, 54; «Dacia», VII-VIII, p. 254, no. 3,
p. 258, no. 22, p. 263, no. 47, p. 264, no. 52, p. 266, no. 68.
O. Tafrali: AArh, 9—10, p. 7, no. 6.
G. Cantacuaino: t Dacia », V-VI, p. 327, no. VIII, RHSEE, XII, p. 307-308, nos. XIII-
XIV. • • H

For the moment it has been- impossible to reassign a number of 55 pieces which we
have prefered to leave unclassified instead of an erroneous classification :
Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu, «Dacia », I, p. 148-149, no . 1, p. 155, nos. 23, 24^ «Dacia », III-IV,
p. 429, h, i, p. 430: k, 1, p. 462, m;«Dacia », V-VI, p. 256, no. 21, p. 257, no. 28. p. 258,
nos. 33-40, p. 259, nos. 41, 42, 44, 45, p. 294-295, no. 16, p. 298, no. 31, p. 301, nos.
47, 50, p. 302, nos. 55, 56, p. 303, nos. 58-62, p. 304, nos. 63-68; «Dacia», VII-VIII,
p. 255-256, no. 10, p. 256, no. 13, p. 257, nos. 69, 70. p. 269, no. 82, p. 270, no. 88;
O. Tafrali, AArh, I, 1, p. 38, nos. 10, 12, 17, p. 39, nos. 26-28; AArh, 9-10, p. 7, nos.
5, 9, 14. ^

As to t̂he comparisons between the old and the new lot, we can observe: there
are 65 Thasian stamps in the old lot and 300 pieces in the new one. From these there are
comparable ** approx. 40 pieces in the old lot and 216 in the new lot. The following items
from our catalogue are analogous with pieces from the old lot: 60, 67, 82, 135, 139, 141,
143, 144, 199, 206. Of these analogies 3 items (nos. 139, 143, 199) correspond to pieces
published by O. Tafrali and G. Cantacuzino.

•* We have considered ascomparable only the stamps preserving the essential element of the inscription.

amphora stamps riwm

- n,iz-
C- eri. 1SS inthe old lot and 395 inthe new one. Comparable areThe stam^ ^27 in the new ThL items from the catalogue are analogous

approx. 90 in oqc 3^4 347 318-320, 324, 330, 349-351,355-356, 358,
with pieces in the old lot. 425, 426, 433, 452, 463-470,
359, 367, 375-376, 377-37^, M2 524 525I528, 567. 575, 583, 587, 600-
471-472, 473, 480, 486-487, 491, 511, 521 5 . , ^ (nog. 334, 473) with
fiOl 607-609 612, 615-619. From these 40 items. v 'SLp«blSrf by O. Wrall. I» lb. cas. .f lbr«popt.ons» Ibaca.alop.. (boa.377-378,462,5n),lh.analosybo»lypa>M,lhastainpsto lOz^ribHew ine.The itams from the

750 fa »»l06.ua .»d 75 to lb. paw opa. Apa-The s^ps from ^ Chersonese are surely identified in

''•1.''rb;'pSbtoto5^Llb.a.ampaf,.mCtoduato.ba.ldlo..O,aofU.a5C.a.ato„pa

compoaibop of Iba fot pow to of tt,e paw Caffattoo tot tbera ara afao
Ub to b.ptaotioprf that 'b« ^ Ambaaofogy

t^Ta,?JtS by O. Snto»aiPO. wblcb „a dop't koow If aptatad at tbat titoa tba aoUactlopa
""op^rrrrJops tba .00.03^oTTprsc

S^dtowfps'. pataSaf batwaap tba J™
iSiJy to -^^^Stoopa ^^totop^f^by —

5^^^ « '""-Si- " »<«• "• "a?""'"
tS™™ot'at poa.'382-383.393-394. 47f-4« two piaoaa of tba aapi. ataipp. Tbaaa aaato
to be stamps which are frequently met at Callatis. ij -i o TafraU and at

The fact that nos. 359, 367 have two analogies in the old lot, at O. TafraU and at
Th sluciuc-Siveanu, is eloquent. For nos. 393-394 there are two analogies at Th. Sauciuc-sLa^ no 433 (Severeanu Collection) has an analogy at Th. Sauciuc-Saveanu and one
at G Cantacuzino: then in these cases too, there are stamps frequently met at CaUatis,
in-all 5 cases of this category®'.

»» We thank Prof. D. Tudor for this information; he
rcexamined this material, making the J^^^^s^ry correc
tions. The manuscript will be used perhaps in drawing
the Callatian sectionof the Romanian corpusof ampnora

stamps published by G. Cantacuzino. op. cU.,
RHSEE. XII, 1935. 10-12. pp.298-313. nos. I-XXI
werein the collection of the Bucharest Municipal Museum

andconsequently they are through the 63 pieces l^fore
mentioned, p. 130 thenote 26. The analogies inthe Seve
reanu Collection areto beconsidered only a^coincidences.

" Among those before mentioned but not retained
as possible identities, nos. 317 and 330 have two analo
gies in Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu. nos. 525-528 ^ave ^so
two analogies, one in Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu and one in
O. Tafrali.



It seems ako that a great number of stamps from those published by Th. Sauciuc-
Siveanu did not enter the collection of the former Mangalia Museum to be transfered later
:o the Constantza Museum, but remained in those several local private collections where
hey were examined by their editor.

Taking into account the foresaid, it is unprobable that the old lot was comprised into
the new one. In that case the analogies between the lot we publish here and the old lot
^ould be more numerous. There we can consider these stamps rather "duplicates" with
out excluding a certain contamination between the two lots. In every case the percen
tage of the old material in the lot we publish now is scanty, if not insignificant. Surely
it is one of the tasks of the corpus to work out for good this problem, we hope in the sense
of the facts above mentioned. Coming now to the general figure of the old lot, we summary
it here, reminding that we are not sure of the correct determination for all the pieces :

Thasos = 65 pieces = 18.8%
Sinope = 155 = 45.%
Rhodes = 26 „ = 7.6%
Heraclea = 18 „ - 5.2%
Chersonese = 2 „ = 0.6%
Paros = 1 piece = 0.3%
Cos = 5 pieces = 1.4%
Various unidentified centres = 15 „ = 5 %
Unidentified = 55 „ = 16 %

Total = 344 pieces

We shall calculate the percentage separately for the new lot and only afterwards
we shall try to propose a general situation including the old lot, in the terms which were
adscribed to it.

We draw out from our catalogue the general situation, giving the percentage by centres
for the lot we publish:

Thasos 300 pieces = 27.15%
Sinope = 395 .. = 35.7 %
Rhodes = 102 .. 9.25%
Heraclea = 75 .. 6.8 %
Chersonese 43 .. 3.9 %
Paros = 23 .. — 2 %
Cnidus — 11 .. — 1 %
Cos = 11 .. — 1 %
Various centres

= 146 .. = 13.2 %

1106 100%

As regards the group of various unidentified centres, it consists, among others, of
stamps in quarters (nos. 961—983), of circular stamps divided into three fields (nos.

—985), iij two field§ (nos. 987=-988), of circular stamps with mono^ams, groups of let-i

, , .. / QQQ inn 10221 Manv scholars believe that these are of Thasian

assignment is neither unanimously accepted, nor accep e r ii«; a material as possible
cussion Asoecial research is'to be done in the future on as numerous a material as poMa~y trcould ^ what is and what is not Thasian in the categones of these
circuit stemps^^ group of various unidentified centres were classed the stamps nos. 1083-
1084 1094-1095, which according to Pridik are of Cretan ongin«. We have also "l^luded
here an important stamp from Abydos, no. 1103. whose first ^signing was do"® ^ ^^e
occasion of the pubUcation of the Histrian lot «. About the last three stamps, nos. 1104-
1106. we shall discuss in other part of this work.

We have not considered as necessary to calculate the percentage for either of the ca
tegories above mentioned; the Cretan stamps are to be regarded mth
frL Abydos is an unicum and the stamps nos. 1104-1106 are of uncertain ongm. as about
all the material in the group of various unidentified centres.

T^ percel^^^ are not unchangeable values ; even if we should
assign to TiTs toe stamps classilied by us in toe group of various unidentoied centra
this would not change considerably the figures, without taking into accost the ^ct thatdispose olall the material ^-vered at In - - o

Thasos

Sinope

Rhodes

Heraclea

Chersonese

Paros

Cnidus

Cos

Various centres

M Anne-Marie Bon and Antoine Bon, Les timbr^
amphotiques de Thasos, in Eludes thassiennes, Paris,
1957 p. 35 and 43; see also A. Balkanska, Ktm eo-
npoca o KOAeAoodpaaHume OM^opnu neuamu, in «Izvcstiia-
\^ma», 14, 1963, pp. 35-37; lor the circular stamps
divided in sectors, see I. lurukova, Biblioteca classica
orientalis, II. 1966, 4. col. 203-204.

8* See mainlyE. M.Shtaerman,KepaMunecKve KjteOMa
ua Tupbs s cettau e aonpocoM Heuaaecrmiux neumpoa^
in KS. XXXVI, 1951, p. 46-48 and M. Mirtchev,
op. cit.» pp.9-11 andtheFrench summary; cf. further
the p. 138 and 139.

In the lot of stamps fromTcmis there is alsoa piece
whose Cretan origin was certified by VirginiaGrace,M.
Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea, op.cit.,p. 60,no.95
and p, 46i note 16. v

= 300 pieces = 28.4%

= 395 = 37.4%

= 51 = 4.8%

= 75 = 7.1%

= 43 = 4.1%

= 23 = 2.2%

= 11 = 1 %

= 11 = 1 %

= 146 = 14 %

41 V. Canarache, op. cit., p. 305, no. 793; L. Robert,
Bulletin ipigraphique, in REG, 1958, no.31,p. 184—185 ;
ibid., 1959. p. 155, no. 30; see also L. Robert, Monnaies
antiques en Troade, Geneva-Paris, 1966, p. 51, the note 4-

** M. Gramatopol, Gh, Poenaru Bordea, op.
cit., p. 47.

Ibidem and the note 19. This method affects unfa
vourably Rhode sin comparison with Sinope where the sy
stem of a second stamp is sometimes used. For the moment
the estimation cannot be done equitably and we are obli
ged to compute in the traditional manner. Perhaps for
Sinope we could admit the following solution : to divide
by two the number ofproducers' stampS, adding then to
this those stamps having only the names of the astynoms ;
to the result is to be added the number of stamps with
astynom and producer.
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Adding nowthe old lot, exceptthe unidentified stamps,kno\vn from the former publica-
ions, in order to have a general situation, even if provisional, we obtain the following results :

Thasos = 365 pieces = 27.4%
Sinope = 550 = 41.3%
Rhodes = 64 „ = 4.8%
Heraclea = 93 = 6.9%
Chersonese = 45 = 3.4%
Paros = 24 „ = 1.9% 'XT'

Cnidus = 11 = 0.8%
Cos = 16 = 1.2% I

Various centres = 163 = 12.3%

From the comparison of the lots and from the examination of the final situation,
esults the same order of the exporting centres whose amphorae were found at Callatis:

Sinope, II Thasos, III Heraclea Pontica, IV Rhodes**. The new lot brings the number
»f Thasian stamps next to that of Sinopean stamps. The discrepancy between these two cen-
res is greater in the case of the stamps published by Th. Sauciuc-Saveanu, O. Tafrali and

Cantacuzino. Before their division by two, the stamps from Rhodes weremorenumer
ous than the Heraclean stamps, afterwards they came in a second position.

If we had to apply a certain reduction in the calculation of Sinopean handles a
onsiderable approach would take place in the front of the established classification *®.

Even if with only two pieces in the old lot *®, the stamps from Chersonese follow in the
ifth row. In thesixth position are the imports from Faros. In thenew lotthe number ofstamps
rom Cnidus is equal to that from Cos. Because Coan stamps were identified in the old lot,
his centre follows in the seventh row. Due to the fact that it was impossible to identify
ts stamps in the old lot in whichit seems they were registered*^, Cnidus comes in the eighth
•osition. After it follow the "Cretan" stamps and a last identified centre, Abydos.

These specifications exposed, we shall now integrate the percentages of the new Callat-
m lot in the general situation, as known till now, of the Greek colonies on the western coast
f the Pontus Euxinus *®. We give in round brackets the percentages resulting from the addi-
ton of the old lot to the new.

© 1^* °P' PP- 202-203.Perhaps in the manner suggested in note 43, but
remain more or less arbitrary. Only the

1wk I® number ofcertainpairsofstemps
a conclusive solution. ThereuId be a greater approach between Thasos and Sinope

more orless ofcircular stamps leftbyusin thegroup of
irjous, unidentified centres, would beincluded inThasos.

In the photographs given by Th. Sauciuc-Saveanu,
iiiatts, in L archiologie en Roumanie, it is possible to
cognise sucha stamp, pi.L. fig. 95,right of the second
w from below.
" .^ '̂out^is Th. Sauciuc-Saveanu says categorically,

-aui rffo* "Celle-ci entretenait k en juger par les
"rpm ! trouvdes k Callatis, desrelations particu-
Cn^l suivies avec les villes deThasos, de Wiodes,

1" Sinope". Surely, the tradeations betweenCaUatis and Cnidus are of less importance,
r underline the ideaofa corpusofstamps
ip I? «*Pressed by the author in the same ar-

ko ^^°^cuzino too, op. cit., in RHSEE, 1939, pp.5-.suggests ageneral Pontic corpus ofamphora stamps.
We fpllpiv here the ipet|ip4 9f calculation used by

Salnikov who takes into account only the stamps precisely
determined, removing those classified in the group of
various, unidentified centres. We remain at the percen
tages established by this scholar for Tyras which must
anyway be revised by adding the stamps published by
Avachian, inaccessible to the scholar before mentioned
see p. 127, note 3. For Histria, cf. V. Canarache, op. ext.,
p. 359 and p. 392. For Tom is the situation was established
by M. Gramatopol, Oh. Poenaru Bordea, op, ext., p. 48.
Calculating the figure for Bizone it clearly appeared to us
that the percentages of Salnikov, loc. cit., for Odesus like
those of v. Canarache, based only on K. Shkorpil's
work. op. cit., p. 392, are wrong. This error was taken over
in our work about the amphora stamps from Tomis.
Both scholars have given for Odesus a figure based on the
total of the material existing in the collections of the Varna
Museum. But this reflects the situation of the collection,
not of Odesus as an import centre whose percentage is
necessarily different. In establishing the percentages for
Bizone and Odesus we have used the information specified
in the bibliography mentioned in the notes 9 and 12. The
method was exactly the same, fpUpwed now for Callatis
^nd foriperly for Tomis.

11 AMPHORA STAMPS FROM CALLATIS AND SOUTH DOOR IWF

Tyras Histria Tomis Callatis Bizone Odesus

THASOS 8.4 30.9 20.2 33.0(31.2) 11.7 32.7

SINOPE 25.7 38.2 26.0 43.4(47) 31.9 18.6

LJxkaiiJIslURHODES 41.8 15.1 33.5 5.5(5.4) 11.7 33.3

HERACLEA 7.9 3.7 8.7 8.3(8) 39.4 8.6

CHERSONESE 2.0 3.9 — 4.7(3.8) 2.1 2.3

PAROS — below 1 — 2.7(2) 2.1 1.5

CNIDUS 4.5 5.8 8.7 1.2(1) 2.1 1.5

COS 9.7 2.3 2.9 1.2(1.3) — 1.5

7/3 c /tOV 97 tn
The comparison among these centres brings, in the present stage of our knowledge, some

interesting data. At Callatis like at Histria in the first rank are the imports from Sinope
followed by Thasos. The secondary role of Rhodes is striking; it comes after Heraclea Pontica
whereas at Histria the Rhodian trade plays for all that an important role. The trade with
Sinope was very important at Bizone, that is coming second after Heraclea Pontica.

Now it is obvious that at Callatis and at Histria the situation is more different than sup
posed as compared to the situation of Tomis and Tyras*®, where Rhodes is dominant followed
by Sinope, closely in the case of Tomis, remotely in the case of Tjnras. In this last cen
tre the trade with Thasos has a quite remote position in contrast with Tomis on whose mar
ket the Thasians also played an important role. On the other hand, at Odesus the position
of the Sinopean trade, which on the basis of a wrong calculation of the percentages, now
corrected, appeared as equal with that of Rhodes and Thasos, remains fairly behind these
centres.

As concerns Callatis we must underline the quite unimportant role played by Cnidus
whose stamps are coming after those of Chersonese and even of Paros.

These are for the moment the formal differences suggested by the comparison of the
percentages which reflect the specific weight of the imports from one centre or an other in
the economy of the Greek cities on the western coast of the Pontus Euxinus in a period
when stamps were applied on jars. Certainly we speak about the classic and hellenistic periods
because the amphora stamps of Roman times are extremely rare on the western coast of the
Black Sea and seem to be quite lacking at Callatis*®.

We shall try now a more adequate understanding of the economic phenomenon,
considering it in the light of the chronology of the stamps wherever this was possible to be esta
blished. It is true that in the future great progress is to be made in the sense of a more
precise dating of the stamps and of checking the present datings on the one hand, and in
establishing chronological series for the stamps \vith known or unknown centres of prod
uction, on the other hand. Unfortunately from this point of view the Callatian material cannot
bring its expected contribution because we have no possibility to apply the stratigraphic
method

Wehave shown at properplace that, except some pieces ", the amphora stampsdiscovered
at Callatis, have no indication as to where they were found and that the numerous lot gathered

Cf. M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea, op. cit.,
p. 49. is to be revised in the sense of those before mentio
ned Our image of this problem at Callatis was at that
time too vague; as regards Odesus we were thoroughly
wrong.

Ibidem, p. 47, note ISand p. 61, no. 97, for Tomis. See

before p. 128. note 13, for Odesus. Cf. furthcr^p. 142, note 82.
We have tried to apply at Tomis, cf. M. Gramato

pol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea. op. cit., pp. 43 —46.
See the stamps before mentioned at p. 129 (and

also the note 23) which are marked in the catalogue vMan-
galia 1962 *.
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on the occasion of the works in the stadium and in the surrounding park was mingled in the
ensemble of the collection. Also due to this fact, we were not able to use this rich material
in order to obtain new data about the topography of the ancient town, as we have tried
to do at Tomis".

Even so, on the basis of the chronological data available in other cities where stamped
amphorae were found, we shall try to draw a sketch, indispensable for historical interpret
ation. We intend to establish the period and the quantity of the imports from one cen
tre or another, evidently in comparison with the same data of other centers. This investi
gation will be made for every center apart inorder to obtain a final balance sheet. The inquiry
is important not only for Callatis butalso for the study of the other exporting centers as well
as their dialectics of economy on the same market. After all, the comparison with the other
importing towns will help us to draw a more actual representation of the trade relations
in the western area of the Pontus Euxinus in the IV'**—!"'centuries B. C. The material discov
ered at Callatis being very rich in comparison with that of the Greek colonies of the western
coast of the Black Sea, thepresence ofsome "novelties" in this numerous lot is quite natural.

A considerable number of stamps have new names of producers, astynoms and epo-
nyms, or new combinations of names and symbols, or other new elements; such stamps
were not listed in the principal works used as current bibliography of the catalogue®*. The
purpose of this article is not to study these stamps; the rich bibliography was consequently
not exhausted in order to verify whether similar pieces were elsewhere discovered. We believe
however useful to put them in relief in the pages dedicated to the chronology.

We begin the analysis before annouced with the stamps from Thasos, in the same order
of the centers as in the catalogue. The Thasian stamps are considered to be produced begin
ning with the centurytill the perhaps I"* century B.C. ®®. In the lot from Callatis
here published, the most ancient stamps dated in the V"* —IV'** centuries B. C. are lac
king. From the old lot are also lacking the stamps having as symbol the kneeling Herakles
shooting his bow, that were dated on the basis of the analogy with Thasian coins of the
same type around 390 B. C. and the stamps with the legend on three rows that were dated
immediately after 370 B. C. *•. According to an opinion the Thasian stamps with legend
on three rows were applied on amphorae before 390 B. C. that is before the type with kneeling
Herakles; other scholars date them in the second half of the century®®.

The Thasian jars arrived at Callatis are of common types, with symbol, ethnicon and
one or rarely two proper names from the second and third (only few pieces) groups, dated
respectively between 350—270 and 270—220 B. C. This dating is to be cautiously
considered®®. In fact this is of no practical use. The second group coincides with the datings
of the stamps without symbols, at Apollonia. The almost running writing admitted for the
third group is to our mind a little earlier. The IV*** group dated between 220—180 is not very

" M. Gramatopol. Gh. Poenaru Bordea, op. cit., pp.,
*2—43. See also M. Gramatopol, Un port eomercial la
Callatis, in Revista Muzeelor, 1966. no. 4, pp.335-336.

** Seethe list of abbreviations at the beginning of the
catalogue.

" Recently. lulia Krushkol, KAeCuMeHWAe OM^phi
u ux U3yumue o CCCP, in Klio, 41, 1963, pp. 212-21A.

E. M. Shtaerman. op. cit., p. 35 {apud Grakov),
see also V. Canarache, op. cit., pp. 36—37 ; of. D. B. She-
lov. IxepoMuuecKue KjieuMa ita pacxonoK 0aHacopuu, in
M!.\, 57, 4956, pp. 129—133, who dates both types in
the second quarter of the IV*^ century. The remote anti
quity of the Thasian jars stratigraphicaly verified

in 1949 at Phanagoria where they appeared together with
Chian amphorae. M. M. Kobilina, PocKonKU e0aH8opuii
in KS. 37, 1951, p. 234. See at I. Krushkol, op. cit., p. 273
and other examples for the dating in the stratigraphic
contexts of certain Thasian stamps in the IVU» century.

The hypothesis of their earlier dating belongs to
Virginia Grace; for the dating before 390 B. C., see V.
Canarache op. cit., p. 37.

Theophil Ivanov, op. cit., p. 261, no. 762.
For these chronological groups see V. Canarache

op. cit., pp. 36—39 and fig. 19, p. 38.
See the very cautious datings for Thasos in V. Ef-

timie, op. cit., pp. 199—200 and for the bibliography the
note 9, p. 199.
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clear. The question is what happened after the beginning of the second century. The sealing
would havecontinued bythecircular stamps datedbetween the III"* —I"* centuries B. C.'̂ , but
also between the IV***—III"* centuries B. C.®®. These were found at Callatis, but are they
really produced by Thasos ? Our opinion cannot be conclusive; in any case some of the cir
cular stamps could be of Thasian origin. As concerns their dating, in our opinion, the doubt
is no more possible. Circular stamps were found at Seuthopolis and were stratigraphically
dated for the end of the IV*** century and in the III'** century B. C. ®®. In the excava
tions at Histria these appeared in the level superposed on the fortifications built in the V***
century B. C. ®®. This level is dated before the end of the IV*** century B. C.®®, confirming
in this way the early date of the stamps, before proposed.

Most of the Thasian stamps (except some pieces, nos. 6, 9, 10, 102—103, 105, 194)
belong to the category with symbol, ethnicon and proper name. The exceptions are rare also
in the old lot ®®. We suppose they can be dated in the second half of the IV*** century and
generally in the III"* century B. C.

The following items from our catalogue, nos. 2, 3, 4, 12. 17, 19, 20, 21, 29, 30, 31,
36, 37, 42, 43, 46-49, 50-51, 52, 54, 72, 73, 74, 80, 87, 88, 89, 91, 92, 93, 96, 98, 99.
100, 102-103, 108, 109-112, 113, 114-115, 123-124, 125, 127, 167-170, 173, 174, 175,
200, 203, 204, 205, 209, 210, 211, that is 52 stamps, have combinations symbol 4- producer
unknown in this region and even not listed in the corpus of Thasian*stamps. The stamps
no. 6 and no. 129 are quite unknown. We mention also the stamps nos. 184, 185 which

have analogies in Bon (without the monogram )and the stamp no. 186 of the same pro

ducer whose s)anbol, the cock, is unknown; this piece has too the monogram . The stamps,

nos. 297—300, Thasian by the clay, are anepigraphic and unknown to Bon®^.
The most frequent names on the Thasian stamps discovered at Callatis are : Hu^Kcov 19(30)®®,

Xatplotc 10, 0e67co{ji7coc 9(12), TSvdS>]^ 8(9). AiQfJta^XT]? 7(11), SaTupo^ 7(8), KXeooTpaToc 7,
'ApiOTopavTQC 6(9), 'Apt(jT68txoc IB, HoXiScov 6, KiSxpiC 5(10), A£aXxo^ 5.

Sinope is the best represented center on the Callatian market: 298 stamps out of 395
in the catalogue were distributed in the chronological groups established by B. N. Grakov®®. As
consequence of a minute analysis of the Sinopean stamps, a new divison in groups was
tried on the basis of a revised chronology, but this seems to have not the chance to meet the
general consent of the scholars'®.

Anne-Marie Bon and Antoine Bon, op. cit., p. 35
and p. 43.

A. Balkanska, op. cit., in • Izvestiia-Varna *. 14,
1963, pp. 35—37; see chiefly E. M. Shtaerman. op. cit.,
pp. 46—48, other assigning but the same early dating
(IV*** century B. C.).

A. Balkanska, Die Handelbeziehungen von Seutho-
polis, in AAPh, Sofia, 1963, p. 56.

** As to the dating of these stamps, Maria Coja was
very kind to inform us that at Histria they appear in the
sector Zs in contexts da tedat the end of the IV'** century,
continuing also to be present in the IIP® centuiy.

M. Coja, Zidul de apdrare al cetdfii Histria fi fmpre-
jurdrile istorice ale distrugerii lui (n sec. IV t.e.n. In SCIV,
XV, 1964, pp. 383 —398; cf. D. M. Pippidi, Strdinii de
peste tndri, in the volume D. M. Pippidi, D. Berciu, Istoria
Dobrogei, I, pp. 215—218 and mainly p. 218, the note 149.

** Th. Sauciuc-S&veanu, in« Dacia * ,11, p. 129,no. 1,
p. 131, no. 3.

Zofia Szetyllo, Quelques problimes relatifs d VicO'

nographie des timbres amphoriques, la representation des
statues, in Travaux du centre d'archiologie miditeranienne
de I*Acadimie Polonaise des Sciences, vol. 3, pp. 46—80
and Idem, Quelques remarques en marge des 6tudes sur Vicn-
nographie des timbres amphoriques grecs, in Melanges
of/erts d K. Michaiowski, Warsaw. 1966. pp. 669—674.

The first figure indicates the number of types, the
second, in round brackets, the number of pieces.

«• B. N. Grakov, /fpeeue-zpeuecKue K^teiijua c ujuatn.uu
acmuHo.Hoe, Moscow. 1928.

V. I. Tzehmistrenko, K eonpocy a nepuodusamiu
cuHoncKux KepoMunecKux KjteO.u, in SA, 1958.no. 1. p.
56; Idem, CwuoncKue KepoMuuecKue K.teiLua c u..ueua.\tu
zoHHapHbtXMacmepoe, in SA, 1960, no. J\ p. 68 and follow.
About these studies see the critical examination of T. B.
Brashinski, Vcnexu KepaMunecKoA onuzpa^uKu, in SA.
1961, no. 2. pp. 301—302. Recently. V. I. Tzehmis
trenko, O npuHodAeoKHOcmu omopbtx ujuen e cmtoncKux
KjieuMox, in NE, VII, 1968, pp.23 —36. gives a synopsis of
producers,astynoms and symbolson Sinopean amphorae.
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Moresure are, to our opinion, the observations about the dates of the beginning and the end
f the production of this important center. Thus, it seems, as Grakov himself has shown, that
le stamping of the jars begins at Sinope in the middle of the IV century B. C. and not
t its end'*. This new dating is especially important for the first group and perhaps for the
icond, at least for a part of the stamps from the second group as recently certified by the
iratigraphical data In the case of the Vl'** group, its lower chronological limit is to be
jtablished in the II"'' century B.C. and consequently a number of its stamps must receive
ther datings''.

Surely such classifications are to be continuously improved by their checking "^vith ma-
irials resulting from excavations, found in well dated levels, and with their sequence in
iccessive archaeological levels.The data suppliedby the present classificationare not considered

absolute. The fact that we cannot verify them in the very numerous lot from Callatis
oes not impede us to analyse the situation of the imports from Sinope in the light of
lis classification.

The Sinopeanlot fromCallatisis dividedin groupsas follows :

ir"
iir"
lytb
yth

Vltb

group 270—220 = 26 pieces
220-180= 14

180-150= 176 „

150-120= 62 „

120- 70 = 20 „

Three facts concerning the chronology are very important: the imports from Sinope
ppear on the Callatian market before the middle of the III"* century B. C. but are scanty
ill 180 B. C.; after this date they are numerous in the period 180—150 which comprises
0% of the dated material; after 150, a sudden reduction takes place and becomes more
rominent during 120—70 B. C. The, situation is different at Histria where the imports
'ere intensified after 180 B. C., remaining relatively high in the following two periods'*.

Even should we not be inclined to take as absolute the statistical data resulting from
he application ofB. N. Grakov's classification still it seems to us that both the great flour-
»hing of the period 180—150 B. C. and the sudden decline after this date are facts to which
'e must pay attention; in the final part of this analysis we shall return to their significances.

N. Grakov. KoMencKoe eopodume na JiHenpet
I MIA, 36, 1954, pp. 90—91 and idem, Kjie&MeMu^ ne-
OMUMecKos mapa dnoxa BAJtuHuoMa nan uemoHHun dAn
tmopuu npouaeodcnwa u mopeosAu, (manuscript), p.
9, quoted from I. B. Brashinski, op.cit.,p. 301, note73.

" \s for exemple, recently, V. I. Pniglo, CunoncKue
M^opMAC KiteOMa ua MitpMenush in KS, 109, 1967,
p. 42—48. Considering the stratigraphical observations
lade at Olbia, I. B. Brashinski, KoMnAene KpoeeAtHoa
ipenux^u ua pacKonoK OAhau&cKoH aaopu 1969—1960,
I OAheuA, Moscow-Leningrad, 1964, pp. 285—313, has
ated the first gronp between 360—330 and the second
roup between 320-270 B. C. This established, the same
nthor, dKOHOMUHtcKue eeaau Cimonu a IV—11 ee. do
'S. in AwnuwhtU eopod, Moscow, 1963, p. 133 pro
ofs a new chronology for all the Grakov groups
hich he maintains as such. In the absolute chro-
ology the groups could be dated as follows: I 360—
•320; II 320-270; III 270-220; IV 220-183; V
33—150 ; VI150—lOOB.C. In ouropinion themaindraw-
ackof this chronology is the stopping of the stamping
rocess at Sinopearound 100B. C. in order to oblige the

other groups to follow the changed dates of the first and
second group; in fact the dotation is absolute only for
the first group. Following the Grakov's chronology, the
scholar must however to take into account the Brashins-
ki*s new data. A summary of the recent opinions in this
matter, at V. Eftimie-Andronescu, IncercAri da schimbare
a cronologiei amforelor din Sinope, paper presented in
1968 at the Archaeological Institute. Only firm strati-
graphical data could decide about the justness of these
solutions and about the detail changes to be done in the
chronological groups, as for instance the transfer of cer
tain stamps from one group to another.

V. Grace, Pnyx: Stamped Wine Jar Fragments,
in Hesperia, suppl. X, 1956,p. 165,no. 194. See I. B. Bra
shinski, op. cit., p. 301, the note 75 (the dissertation of
A. A. Neihardt). The difference between the V*b
and the Vl^b groups would disappear in that case.

v. Canarache, op. cit., pp. 183—188; V. Eftimie,
op. cit., in «Dacia •, N. S., Ill, 1959, pp. 198-199 indica
tes the highest frequency of Sinopean stamps in the
groups V and VI (particularly in the last). For Tomis see
M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea, op. cit., pp. 49—50.

i

15 A;viftiui(/v ai/vmt-o rr

Among the numerous Sinopean stamps from Callatis there are many pieces less known
till now. Most of them have known producers unattested for the group in which the stamp
was classified on the basis of the astynom's name. For these pieces we give in round brac
kets the groups in which producers with the same names were attested.
Second group: nos. 301 (IV, V, VI), 306 (IV, V, VI), 307 (IV), 309 (I, III, V), 311 (V),
312 (IV, V, VI), 313 (IV), 316 (III, IV, V, VI), 318-320 (IV-V), 326 (III). Two stamps
found at Callatis have the unattested till now patronymic of a known astynom: nos. 303
'AiroXXcovioc ToS "loTpcovoc; 321 EuxdpiuTog tou Aiovuatou.
Third group : nos. 327 (VI), 328 (IV, VI), in Grakov at nominative. The stamp no. 333 has
monogram, in Grakov it is without symbol and monogram.
Fourth group : nos. 355-356 (1,379 (V), 397 (I, III, V), 398 (I, III, V), 399-400 (V), 409 (II, III,
V),426 (II, III), -127-429 (I, III, V), 430,439,440 (V),450 (I, V). 486-487 (V). The novelty of.
some stamps is a symbol unknown at the respective astynom : nos. 446, 451, 463—470, 471—472,
473, 484, 494, 511, 512 (II, III), 513, 514, 515—516. The Sinopean lot from Callatis gives in the
fourth group the producer KXicov, absent if not hidden by *HpoocX^cov (in Grakov), nos. 385,
410,441, (?). Very important is the stamp no. 420 with the unknown astynom "Acrrcov to whom
is added the same producer, KX^cov. The producer KttqctixX^ attested by the item 491 is un
known. To some astynoms the Callatian material gives their patronymics, nos. 482 'EaTtaCog 6
0pa[oi^txou] ? ; 500KpaTCoxapxoc hM^vcovo^ ; 503MYiTptSdrqc h'Aptor; 508MtXTidSTjc; &TeiadvSpou ;
and 509, the same astynom with another producer. Several problems, vague in Grakov, are
precisedin the light of this material, nos : 448,525—528, 529,545—547, 548—549, 550—551.
Fifth group : nos. 517, 530 (IV), 534 (II, IV), 562 (IV), 569 (VI). The stamp no. 552 attests
the patronymic of an astynom who in Grakov has no patronymic. Unfortunately the name
cannot be completed. At nos. 577 and 578 the patronymic of the astynom nu^6xpTQaTo<; is more
probably 'ATcoXXoivtSYjc.
Sixth group : nos. 581 (IV), 586 (V) and 596 which gives an unknown symbol for the respective
astynom.

Among all the producers* stamps only Ntxwv, no. 621, is unknown. There are also
among the incomplete undated stamps several which seem to have some novelties, but it
is not the case to list them here.

The Rhodian stamps are not so numerous at Callatis and, as we have shown, few pieces
are datable on the basis of the eponym's name '®. We have not used here the dating by the jars
profiles, or by the handles which would place the stamps in a group or another '®. In final
the corpus must complete in this direction too, this preliminary publication. On the other hand
such dating has no chance to be sure as long as we have only fragments of handles, often
unconclusive as concerns their general shape. The situation of the dated stamps is:

IV"* century B. C.
end of the IV"* .begin, of the III'*' century
280-220

220-180

^80-150

150-100

" In the catalogue, nos. 725, 733 (IV**» century);
698—699 (end of the IV*** century —IIF** century); 712,
(280-220); 696, 70S. 708. 709, 710, 730 (220-180).
714, 726 (180-150); 702, 703. 707, 718 (150-100).

V. Grace, The Eponyms Namedon Rhodian Amphora

pieces (nos. 725, 733, 777—779?)

piece

pieces

Stamps, in Hesperia, XXII. 1953. 2. pp. 116-128. pi.
42: group— IV*^ cent.; Il'<* group — IH"* cent.;
III"* group—!•* cent. B. C., used, for instance, by
A. Balkanska, op. cit., in ApxeoAoeua, IV, 1962, 4. pp.
61-62.
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It is impossible to consider in parallel, as it was done for Tomisthe Rhodian and
DQpean activities on the Callatian market, due to the scanty number of dated Rho^an
amps; it is obvious however that the Sinopean imports are dominant whilst the Rhodian
e very low in general'®. With reserve as to the dating of other Rhodian stamps, we can
ake some remarks. So, the early presence of the ware from this center at Callatis is worth
entioning'®. During the period 280-220 only one piece is listed which perhaps com^
ter The most important number of dated Rhodian stamps is to be placed during 220—180

C., that is in the most intense period of the Rhodian trade, which is followed by a slight
dine in the next 80 years: between 180-100 B. C. 6 stamps are dated instead of 7 in
le previous period. ;

The Rhodian novelties discovered at Callatis also require scholars' attention. Their early
^pearance in this city, on the one hand, and the fact that the amphora stamps from the
cpansion period of the Rhodian trade as well as those of the later period are generally well
lown, on the other hand, evince the possibility that a great part of these novelties might
I dated in the IV*** century B. C. and eventually between 320—280 B.C.

Among the stamps with eponyms there are some novelties in the case of 13 pieces,
rom these, 6 pieces have complete names, nos: 711, 'Aptoxdvixog; 713, 'Apjita; 715, Aa{i6vixo?;
28—729, A7}p,TiTptoc with the eponym IlpoTapxoc; 736, 'Hpay^pflcC. Other two names are
ot sure, nos. 717, AY)i5Tt£vot HA; 720, Taa-ruSeuc. On the stamp no. 734 we read iizl Ala...
^vo!, perhaps two names, while other four stamps give only the beginning of their na-
les, nos. 706, 'ApioraY. •• ; 722-723, Tir... ; 732, OtXxa. Two stamps, nos. 703 and 704
ave other months for their known eponyms.

To the list of producers drawn up byVirginia Grace some new names are to be added :
OS. 742-743, 'Ayd^v; 744, 'A-p)... n ; 750, 751, 752, three variants with BoCoxoc; 753,
:ouXa, in two rows in a circular stamp; 755, AiQiiiQTpwx;; 760 (and perhaps 761), El5<pov®^;
69, if it will be verified MixiSovi, corruption from MtxUov; 791, 792, OtXiinrog®®, 793, <I>iX68apo?
nd 794, OpaalXoc.

If for Heraclea Pontica the beginning of the stamping is accepted to be the first h^f
f the IV century B. C. or even the end of the V*** century ®®, and the close of its
ommercial activity after the middle of the 111"* century ®*, it would be difficult to make a
hronologic classification without complete jars®® . In fact the two chronological groups esta-

' M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea, op.cit.,p. 49.
The Sinopean percentage of 43.4 compared with the

•hodian 5.5 is eloquent. In spite of this Rhodes played
prominent part in the stamped amphorae trade in the

slack Sea, see for exemple D. B. Shelov, K ucmopuu
f.saefi 3A.tuHucmuHecKozo Boenopa e PodoeoMt in, SA,
IXVIII. 1958. pp. 333-336; I. Krushkol, OcHOmhie
yuKmbt u HanpcLSAeHus mopzooAU Ceeepnozo UpuHepHO-
•opM e PodocoM 0 OAAUHUcmuHecKyM) anozy, in VDI,
957. 4. pp. 110—115; Idem, op. cit., in Klio, 41,
963. pp. 277-280.

In the same sense was, at the National Conference
DC archaeology held in la^i in 1968, C. Freda's speech
•ased on the material resulted from underwater, archaeo-
s)gical researches. For the datings wehave used V. Gra-
e s additional list of 1961. Until the Histrian lot will be
eexamined and completed with the stamps discovered
fter 1954 (V. Eftimie-Andronescu is preparing this mate-
ial). we have an impression that there are not Rhodian
tamps from Icent., or in every case they arc very rare.

^ We note that at Tomis no stamp from this period
ras registered, cf. M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea,

op. cit., it seems that theylack also at Histria, cf. V.Ca
narache, op. cit., pp. 272—273.

At the stamp no. 761 the completion b very prob
able ; a second line was certainly at the left and at the
right of the symbol. .

A stamp with the inscription (<9llAinnOT i3
known as found at Romula, cf. D. Tudor, Contunicirt
epigafice, IV, in SCIV, 17, 1966, 3, p. 598, no. 13, fig.
25/12 ; idem, Oltenia romand, 3. p. 504, no. 161 and p. 122
dated in the Iin<> —III''* cent. Between thb stamp and the
Callatian stamp which is surely Rhodian is an entirely
coincidental occurrence.

I. B. Brashinski, op. cit., in SA, 1961, 2, pp. 301—
-302; I. S. Krushkol, op. cit., pp. 275-276.

•• Cf. further the note 86, I. S. Krushkol. loc. cit. and
V. Eftimie, op. cit., in «Dacia », N. S., Ill, 1959,p. 201,
the first dates them in IVU»—cent., the second in
IVth-IIind.

An exception at Callatis could be the two amphorae
mentioned by V. Canarache, op. cit., p. 193, but at the
p. 191 it is specified that these were found somewhere
near Callatis.

17 AMPHORA STAMPS FROM CALLATIS AND SOUTH DODRUDJA TiT

I'? .
blished, which are to be revised today in the light of the new datings, comprise five types
of amphorae: three types dated between 350—300 and two types between 300—250®®. As
concerns the stamps, we do not know whether they were or not classified in chronological
groups. .

Consequently the material from Callatis can be generally dated in the IV*** century
B. C. and in the first half of the lir** century. The stamps which seem to be less known are
frequent in the last group. There are new names, some to be left still in capital letters : nos.
811, 812, 813, 814, 819-820, 825, 830, 832, 839, 840, 841, 844, 847, 848, 850, 851, 853,
855, 857, 862. Tree stamps (nos. 865—867) are anepigraphic, but on the basis of their particul
arities are to be classified with much probability also at Heraclea Pontica.

The amphorae from Chersonese have recently been precised ®'. The stamps were clas
sified in four chronological groups in which also we shall try to distribute the pieces listed in
the following catalogue ®®. There is also a short chronology which melts into one group the
former 11 and 111"* groups ; it is dated in the second half of the 111'** century to the be
ginning of the 11"** century , that is within the same limits as the former second and third
group, cancelling only the differences of detail ®®.

The Callatian material is divided as follows:

Second group: nos. 874, 875-877, 893, 896-900, 902, 903, 905, 906.
Third group: nos. 873, 878-880, 881-883, 888, 901. ^ ^

The stamps nos. 890—891, theoretically classified in the 1"* — 11"** groups, were assi
gned by us to the second group because the stamps from the first group are lacking at Callatis.
The stamp no. 892, attested for the 111"* —1'* groups was assigned to the 111'** group.
Taking into account the dated stamps we have the following situation :

second group 250—200 16 pieces
third group 200—180 ^ 10 pieces

We can conclude that the ware from Chersonese does not appear on the Callatian mar
ket before 250 B. C. and that the imports from this center cease towards 180 B. C.I For the centers which follow, the chronology is not yet well established®®. As concerns
the amphorae from Cnidus and Cos a late dating (11"** -- T* century) was proposed; but Cni-
dus begins the stamping in the 111"* century B. C. ®*. The stamping at Paros could be da
ted, as it was proposed, in the 111"* century and at the beginning of the IP** century B.C.®®
Such hesitations are quite natural because the material is not abundant and serious obser
vation is still required. These centers had not played an important role in the Callatian trade
but, if a late dating was accepted, in a period when the stamping was less used, the general
picture would have to be corrected a little. As regards Cnidus and Cos, especially in the case
of the last, amphorae or amphora fragments are easy to recognize, so their searching in the

I. B. Zeest, O munax eepaKJteUcKux cmrfiop, in KS,
XXII, 1949, pp. 47—48 based on the works o£ B. N.
Grakov.

; ®* R. B. Ahmerov, AMtpopbi dpeenezpeHecKozo Xep-
coHeca, in VDI, 1947, 1, pp. 160-176; see I. S. Krush
kol, op. cit., pp. 276—277 and other references. Long
before them G. Cantacuzino, op. cit., RHSEE, 1935,
pp. 309—310, no. XVI, justly classified a stamp at this
center.

®® R. B. Ahmerov, 06 aemuHO.\tHbtx KAeitMox caau-
HuemuHecKoeo XepcoHeea, in VDI, 1949. 4, pp. 99—123.

®® About this chronology proposed by A. A. Neihardt
in a dissertation yet unpublished, see I. B. Brashinski,
op. cit., p. 303.

®® We have not a special work about these amphorae
or a chronology in detail; the corpus of the Coanamphora
stamps will be prepared by Virginia Grace.

For Cnidus see the bibliogrphy at V. Eftimie, op.
cit., in • Dacia *, N. S., Ill, 1959, pp. 200 —201 and note
18; cf. V. Canarache, op. cit., pp. 282—285. For Cos see
E. M. Shtaerman, op. cit., pp. 39 —49 and V. Canarache,
op. cit., pp. 277—279. A corpus of Cnidia^ amphorae is
also necessary to be realized in the future, cf. V. Grace, in
Year-book of the American Philosophical Society, 1959,
pp. 472-477.

I. B. Zeest, IJapoccKcm OMtfiopa, in KS, XLVHI,
1952, pp. 120-121.
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excavations istobe done inthe future, in order totake them into account for a more complete
picture of the imports.

Returning now to the Callatian material, it is to be mentioned as less usual the stamp
no. 938 from Paros which has the inscription n APA. The last letter may be also A•In every
case the form and the clay of the handle are Parian.

All the material from Cnidus in the catalogue (nos. 939—949) is new and to some mea
sure uncertain, except no. 946. The determination was made on the basis of stamps and of
the clay. Surely, we must be cautious in the case of this center.

The Coan stamps bring novelties with nos. 950, 951, 954, 959. Attention must be pai
to the monograms which are very rare or even unattested on the double han^es.

From the group of various unidentified centers we mention the "Cretan stamps nos.
1083—1084 and 1094—1095, and the stamp from Abydos, no. 1103, which complete the pic
ture of the exporting centers on the Callatian market. Chronologically the circular stamps div
ided in fields are dated in the centuries B. C. The stamps nos. 1036-1038,
are rather strange: they have signs impossible to explain.

Stamps from Callatis imitating the Rhodian stamps were recorded in the literature of
the problem on the occasion of the publishing of a stamp with a difficult reading which was
considered Geto-Dacian This stamp, found at Cetijeni, belongs to the same family as the
stamps from Cabyle and Delos**, but the stamps nos. 1036—1038 found at Callatis imitate,
at least the first two items, the stamps with monograms®®. The third piece is difficult to
classify but it seems to be similar with the two stamps just mentioned than with those from
CetSjeni, Cabyle and Delos. For the moment it is quite impossible to have for these three
items a satisfactory exegesis. Even it is to be specified that these stamps are neither from
the family of Getic anepigraphic stamps put on amphorae which imitate in great number
the Rhodian amphorae, a material which is now well known®® , and which was discussed long
time ago ®', norfrom the class of Getic stamps with human representations ®®. From a formal
standpoint there are three main categories of imitations of the Greek stamps:

1 —anepigraphic, with the variant of human representations;
2 —illegible, put, as the first, on amphorae imitating the Rhodian amphorae; they are

similar with the rectangular stamps;
3 —deriving from the stamps with monograms, like those discovered at Callatis.
As to the first category, theyare now undeniably considered as Getic, belonging to well

delimited cultural zones like the Walachian plain, where also were discovered the Getic
cups with relief decoration ®® and the coins of the type Virteju-Bucharest

V. Eftiniie-Andronescu. Stampild pe o amford de
productie locald cu imitarea literelor grecefti, in SCIV, 18,
1967, 3, pp. 401—420, cf. p. 415 (information from M.
Gramatopol) and p. 417.

** A. Balkanska, Mecnuta UMumaifwi na epetfKU om-
popa neuam, in Apxeoaoewi, V, 1963, 4.p. 42—43, un
known to V. Eftimie-Andronesctt. In theory a local pro
duction is more probableat Cabyle than at Cet&^eni. For
the piece found at Delos see V. Grace, Timbres ampho-
riques trouvis d Dilos, in BCH, LXXIV, 1952, II, pp.
530—531 ; V. Eftimie-Andronescu. op. cit., p. 414.

In the catalogue, nos. 1028—1034.
•• D. Tudor, Amforele grecefti ftampiiate in Moldova,

Munienia fi Oltenia, In Arheologia Moldovei, V, 1967,
pp. 37-79.

D. Tudor, Am/ore elenistice descoperite in adincul
teritotiului R.P.R. (Referat asupra legdiurilor economics

intre cetdfile sclavagiste grecefti fi trihurile dintre Carpet
fi Dundre), In Studii fi referaie privind istorta R.P.R',
I, Bucharest. 1954, pp. 81-88; V. Canarache. op. ctj.,
p. 383-390; V. Eftimie, op. cit., in «Dacia », III, 1959,
pp. 205—211, the last two works were based in this res
pecton the manuscript of D. Tudor, afterwards published
in Arheologia Moldovei, V.

Al. Vulpe, Repreeentdri u'mane pe cupele getice de
la Popefti, in SCIV, 18. 1965, 2. pp. 347-348.

•• Ir. Casan-Franga. Contribufii cu privire la cunoafte-
rea ceramicii geto-dacice. Cupele deliene getice pe teritonul
Romdniei. in ArheologiaMoldovei,V. pp. 7—34.

C. Preda, Monedele geto-dacice de tip Virteju-
Bucurefti, in SCN, V. (in press).1 Clearly defined by
these three aspectsof the materialculture, the population
of the south Romania in the Iin4_i«» cent. B. C. seems to
be strongly hellenised, attaining a high level of develop
ment.
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The second category is not to be considered Getic on the whole. These stamps are
now known in the Greek world at Delos and Callatis in the Thracian world at Cabyle
a very important center, in Dobrudja at Costine^ti and Albe^ti*®®, consequently the argu
ment that they are not known in the south of the Danube is no more valid. The stamp
found at Ceti^eni-Muscel is not an unicum among the stamps discovered there or in. other
Geto-Dacian sites in the north of the Danube This piece may be Getic but it does not mean
that all the similar stamps found in such different places are produced in the Geto-Dacian
world. When the problem will be reexamined, it would be also necessary to take into account
the possibility that theseamphorae had beenproduced byseveralcenters in the periodsucceed
ing to the flourishing of the Rhodian trade. Some stamps from this category could be
at last theoretically considered as produced by Rhodes in a period when stamping was
diminishing and becoming in every way unofficial. The fact doesnot prevent us to label them
as pseudo-Rhodian stamps.

As regards the third category whichhas given rise to the present classification, an attempt
to a complex discussion is difficultbecauseweare unable to precise even the centers producing
eventually the prototypes. Part of the stamps with monograms was allotted to Thasos as
similar with the circular stamps divided infiel^orwith the circular stamps with monograms ^®® ;
the south Thracian world could be considered as a possibleorigin of these-pieces

The question is if in the case of the imitated stamps we could not suppose even a Cal
latian origin. Nothing more natural than this question. It is well known that the cereals and
the wines played a main role in the life of the Callatiansand were the support of the develop
ment and of the flourishing of the town in the long period of its ancient history.

Let us refer only to this last produce; there are knownmany monetary issues represent"
ing Dionysos*®® whose popular worship is attested by the epigraphic sources^®®. It is clear
that Dionysos and Demeter, seriously competing with Herakles, the mythic founder of Cal
latis and of its metropolis"®, are two of the most popular deities of the Callatian pantheon.

We think that the wine production was considerable and consequently the need oI
amphorae for its sale was proportional. So, an amphorae production at Callatis appears
as necessary, but, if theoretically its existence could be accepted, the material proof is yet
lacking because we have no Callatian amphora stamp to certify the difference between the
local production and the imported amphorae.

In the catalogue, nos. 1104 —1106.
** Without listing here the bibliography for this cen

ter, we sent to the very instructive outline of L. Robert,
which deals with the relations among Byzantion, Seutho-
polis and Cabyle, in the volume. Les stiles funeraires
du Bytance grico-romain (in collaboration with N. Firatli),
Paris. 1964, pp. 156-158.

In the catalogue, no. 1170.
*®® In the catalogue, no. 1178.
'®® It is difficult to recognize this stamp among those

published by D. Tudor, op. cit., in Arheologia Moldovei,
V, 1967. It could be one of the two stamps supposed by
the author to be localstamps imitating greek stamps, nos.
108—109,at p. 67. It is absolutely sure that it is not one
of the local stamps, pp. 76—78. nos. 170—199. It is not
im^ssible to be among those Rhodian stamps which re
mained undeciphered.

*®® See. for exemple, A. Balkanska. op cit., in AAPh,
Sofia. 1963, p. 53 and follow.

*®* A. Balkanska, op, cit., p. 56, in every case; t tas-
sischen Amphorenkreis».

10 - e. 117

>®* B. Pick. Die antiken MOneen Nord Griechenlands,
I, Die Manzen von Dacien und Moesien, 1. Berlin, 1898,
pp. 100-101, nos. 217 —224 a. Gh. Pocnaru Bordca,
op. cit., in SCN. IV. 1968.pp. 103—123. An interpretation
in this sense in C. Moisil. Introducers in numismatica
Dobrogei, in the volume, Dobrogea, cincizeci de ant deviafd
romdneascd, Bucharest. 1928, p. 173; D. M. Pippidi, op.
cit., in Istoria Dobrogei, I., pp. 193—194. Generally about
this problem. L. Lacroix. Les types des monnaies grec-
ques et leurs significations dconomiques, in Congresso inter-
nationals di numismatica, Rome. 1961, vol. II. Atti (1965),
pp. 93—102, and the discussions, p. 102—105.

*®® D. M.Pippidi. op. cit., in Istoria Dobrogei, I. pp. 252
—253 and passim ; cf. also the article of the same author.
Grottes dionysiaques d Callatis, in BCH.LXXXVIII,
1964, I, pp. 151-158.

^^® It is clear that Heracleea Pontica was the metro
polis of Callatis not Miletus, as Pomponius Mella says
(II, 22), cf. D. M. Pippidi. Istoria Dobrogei, 1. p. 150.
the note 43.
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In the old bibliography there were considered Callatian the amphorae discovered at
Callatis, or a great lot of them. This thesis is common to many authors who considered Cal
latian even the Rhodian stamps and frequently the Sinopean or Heraclean ones "i.

It is quite clear today that such stamps can no longer be supposed Callatian. but the
imitations are not to be a priori excluded. These could be Callatian, but the fact is far from
being sure. We know that the imitations of the Rhodian stamps are spread over a large
space, but at Callatis the Rhodian amphorae played a minor role and in no case.,could they
be taken as prototypes. The reduced proportion of their presence at Callatis is in no way an
argument for a local workshop. Their presence inside the Callatian territory, at Costine^ti
and Albe§ti, could be used to demonstrate ipso facto the export in the region and consequently
to explain their reduced number in the center of production which was Callatis, an attempt
which is in our opinion abusive. .

With respect to the Callatian territory only Albe^ti could have an amphorae import
from Callatis because, as results from its geographic position, the site of Costine§ti was pro
bably supplied directly by sea from the exporting centers. Also the argument of number
draws out. we believe, of our discussion the pieces nos. 1136—1138.

We dont't know till now imitations of Sinopean amphorae although it would be normal
to be present at Callatis together with Thasian imitations.

In any case a thing is clear: if the town had decided to use stamping in an official
way that would not have been for making imitations like those above mentioned"'. Such
pieces could be as much the result of some poor private enterprises. Extending our research
to all the western coast of the Poiitus Euxinus. the negative result suggested by the Callat
ian aspect of the problem is strenghtened. Convincing proofs are lacking and the situation
is the same in all other cities of the western coast, north and south of Callatis.

It was supposed a local stamp at Stadkiti Kladen^i near Burgas where was an emporion
ofApollonia"'. Butbesides the fact that thiswas discovered neara kiln, nothing demonstrates
it was produced there and not elsewhere. Alead die was found at Vama*" which by impression
produced an epigraphic stamp in rectangular tablet. Thename inscribed on this die does not
appear on the amphora stamps discovered at Odesus. It is a problem to be solved future if
this die was used in thestamping ofthe local produced amphorae in the hellenistic period

For example O. Tairali. op. cit, in AArh, I, 1927,
p. 35, which is surely a Rhodian stamp; the author sug
gests that the name 'ApCoTuv of this stamp is the thesmo-
thct of the Callatian inscription; see also Th. Sauciuc-
Sftveanu, Callatis, in Varchiologie en Roumanie, p. 68.
V. Stefanelli-Clain, Contribute allo studio delle monete di
Callatis, in Numismatica, 13, 1947, pp. 4 —5 and the
notes 10 and 13, p. 7, believes that the monetary magis
trate N6ooo^ is to put in relation with a similar
name of two amphora stamps or with NoooUuv from the
Callatian inscription of the thyasites, attested also by an
amphora stamp. These considerations would be correct
if the amphora stamps in discussion would be at their
turn Callatian; in fact these are stamps from Heracleea
Pontica; see before,in this work, p. 132, the classification
by centers of the old materials. The name N6ooo^appears
now again on a Heraclean stamp, catalogue, no. 798.

Callatis has not adopted as its own device a Sino
pean or Heraclean stamp otherwise many differences
would be been observed between the stamps of these
centers and those which were for the first time produced
then by the Callatian potters. The news are quite natural
in the numerous lots which were recently published. The
Histrian lot, for exemple, has brought many unknown

Thasian stamps, as A. and A. M. Bon remark in a
view of Canarache's work in REA, 1958, pp. 467—^3,
or J. and L. Robert, in Bulletin ipigraphique, in REG,
LXXII, 1958, p. 154, no. 32.

A. Aleksieva, op. cit., in • Izvestiia Burgas», I,
1950, p. 49, no. 11.pi VI, 5 ; about the role of emporion
of this site, see I. Galabov, ApxeoAoeuMecKue npunocu
aa ucmopunama na epdd Bypcac, in «Izvestiia-Burgas »,
I, 1950, pp. 249-250.

M. Mirtchev, op .cit., p. 5, pi. XL, 5, an unprecised
late dating.

As regards the materials used for dies there are ma
ny hypotheses more or less founded : see for instance V.
Canarache, op. dt., pp. 360—363. It was recently dis
covered a die for amphora stamps. cf.V. Grace, Fr. Salviat,
Sceau thasien d marquer les amphores, in BCH, LXXXVI,
1962, II, pp. 510—516, which has ascertained one thing:
there were used dies in ceramics. It is to be elucidated in
what measure other materials were used. The object given
by V. Canarache, op. cit., p. 363, fig. 62 as a die for stamp
ing amphorae is an ox anklebone which was used more
probably as a knucklebone. There are also two pieces
without inscription, published by N. I. Sokolski, Kenbt, in
idNmuvHbifi zopod, 1963, p. 106, fig. 5/6.
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On the basis of the material which was studied so far. with the reserve of a new dis
covery, we could affirm that no regular stamping on local produced amphorae was performed
at Callatis or in other Greek colony on the western coast of the Pontus Euxinus. This does
not mean that a local ampKorae production is escluded; everyattempt to demonstrate this
fact will be welcome.

The number of the stamped amphorae is high enough in a wine producer city and
an apparent contradiction is striking us. Without answering completely to this problem we
mention only that besides the wine, the amphorae transported other wares as oil or preserved
fish"®, that they sometimes arrived empty"', that the qualities of the wines*'® differed
from region to region and that the number of the imported amphorae is also high in other
cities of the Greek world, well-known as wine producers.

We have the best reason to consider of a great importance the material added now to
the lot of archaeological information used by the researches in building up the ancient history
of Callatis. At the end of this analysis which was not pushed to its last possibilities and con
sequences. it appears to us as necessary to accompany the publication of the amphora stamps
found at Callatis by a sketch of the development of some historical data as supplied by the
material.

The imported stamped amphorae are present at Callatis from the IV***^ century B. C.
The oldest categories of Thasian stamps are lacking, consequently the amphorae of this
center appear a little later than at Histria, that is in the second half of the IV'^ century.
The Rhoian amphorae, though less numerous than in other cities, are present at Callatis
as far back as in the IV"* century B. C.

It seems to us, and the fact is not without importance, that the main role in the
imports of this period was played by the amphorae arrived from Heraclea Pontica. metropolis
of Callatis, dated from the first half of the IV'** cent, or even from the end of the V*** cent.
B. C. to the middle of the 111"* cent. B. C. If these chronological data are right it results
that the Heraclean amphorae which are generally at Callatis in the third row after re
ducing by two the Rhodian stamps, played at the beginning of the importing activity one
of the main roles on the Callatian market, if not the first role, as we are inclined to think.
Anyhow there were lasting relations with the metropolis in the IV"* century B. C. "®.

As time goes on. but especially in the third century B. C., the trade with Thasos whose
positions in the Histrian market were already good, increases. But the most important phe
nomenon is the penetration of the Sinopean amphorae on the Callatian market.

Very slight is the presence of the Rhodian stamps at Callatis; only one stamp that
could have been arrived later is dated between 280—220 B.C. and only seven pieces are
dated in the culminating point of the Rhodian trade, that is between 220—180 B. C. Even
lessamphorae arrive in the following periods, werefer, of course, to the datable stamps : there
are two between 180—150 and four between 150—100. As regards the period 280—220, the
situation at Callatis is as that at Histria and Tomis. More puzzling is the slight

Chr. Danoff, Pontus Euxeinos, in RE, suppl. bd.
IX, col. 984 (Verpackung der Fischkonserven).

A very plausible hypothesis of A. Shadurska,
Stemplowane i madia amfor, dachdwski i inne zabytki epi'
grafiki ceramicsnej, in K. Michaolwski's book, Mirmeki,
I, Warsaw, 1958, pp. 101 —115, we have used the French
summary, p. 151. The author based her assertion on the
fact that imported amphorae were found in the sites
which produced wine; she supposes they were filled with
this local wine. In every case we must consider as possible

the transport of the local wine, that is of Callatian, in the
jars coming from the centers of high renown.

u® Polybius, Historiae, IV, 38, 5; D. hf. Pippidi, op.
cit., in Istoria Dobrogei, I, pp. 165—166.

v. Canarache, op. cit., p. 191, the note 3, several
finds of Heracleanamphorae aroui^ Callatis were taken
as argument by V. Eftimie, op. cit., in «Dacia ♦, N. S.,
Ill, 1959, p. 203. who rightly has shown that their re
duced number, then known, does not illustrate the actual
relations between Callatis and its metropolis.
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number of stamps between 220—180, the acme period of the expansion of the Rhodian trade.
The explanation of the first phenomenon is perhaps to befound in the difficulties of the traf
fic through the Straits in the period when the Celts exerted their pressure, upon Byzan-
tion, but more probably in the economic and political historyof Rhodes too.

As regards the second phenomenon, that is the slight number of Rhodian stamps
dated between 220—180 which were found at Callatis, an explanation could be offeredby the
consequences of the so-called war for Tomis which put face to face Byzantion and Callatis
helped by Histria

The event took place in the former period (260 B.C.) and was, as is well known, favour
able to the Byzantines who contested to the Callatians the right they supposed to have in
controlling Tomis. Even if the defeat of Callatis did not mean for the town a total decay,
as it has been proved, it is not less right that we must suppose it put ah end to the
Callatian claims for Tomis' domination.

How the Byzantines could exploit their victory in the following decades, it is quite
difficult to tell because for the moment we have no data to allow much more than unverif-
iable conjectures. What is sure is that the times werehard and the increasing pretentions of
the Celts constrained them to close the Straits risingconsequently the reaction of the Rho-
dians and the war gained by the last ones It seems that in fact the Tomitans were those
who benefited by the war of 260 B.C.

We could relate these circumstances to the comparative numerous presence of the
Rhodian stampsat Tomis, in the general percentage as in the detail by periods, immediately
after those events. This could be the consequence of some concessions made to the Rhodian
vanquishers or the effect of the orientation of the transit wares to a harbour favourable
to the Byzantines. The slight presenceof Rhodian wareat Callatiswould receive thus an explana
tion confirmed by a similar situation at Histria The facts were undoubtedly more com
plex. We have to notice that the ptesence of the Sinopean amphorae begins even in the
first group at Callatis and Histria in contrast with Tomis

On the Tomitan market Sinopean amphorae become gradually prevalent in comparison
with Rhodian imports. At Histria and Callatis Rhodian wares arrive or more exactly come
back after 220 B.C. on the markets where the Sinopeans were already established and steady
on their positions. Perhaps the underdevelopment of Tomis explains the absence of early
Sinopean wares on its market.

We don'f intend to insist upon such phenomena because the schedule of ebb and flow
on the market of onecity or another in a certain moment of its history requires attentive re
searches which overstep the bounds of this investigation and which are not yet possible for
larger regions.

Nevertheless, in connection with the phenomenon we have tried before to define and
explain, it seems that wecan accept, on the basisof the known material from Histria and Cal-

D. M. Pippidi, Contribufii la istoria veche a Romd-
the article Hislna fi Callatis tn secolele III^11

f.e.rt., Bucharest, 1967. pp. 32-34; of. Idem, op. cii.,
In Istoria Dobrogei, I, p. 222. As regards Memnon as a
historical source,see recently Paolo Desideri, Studi di
stortografia eracleota, in Studi classici e orientali. XVI,
Pisa. 1967. pp. 366-416.

D. M.Pippidi,op.cit., in Istoria Dobrogei, I, p. 222,
the note 13and Contribufii*. art cit., p. 44, the note 48,
the date 221—219. F. Walbank, Historical Commentary
on Polybios. I, 1957. p. 506, proposes as end of the war
the autumn of 220; cf. also H. Seyrig, Monnaies helli'

nistiques de Byzance et de Calcidoine, in Essays presented
to Stanley Robinson, 1968, p. 107.

1** From the comparative schedule (above, p. 137)
results at Histria a percentage of 15.1% and at Tomis
33.5%. The Rhodian ware at Callatis is only of 5.5% and
a number of these stamps are dated in the fourth century,
that is not in the period which interests us.

V. Canarache, op. cit., p. 182; M. Gramatopol,
Oh. Pocnaru Bordea, op. cit., pp. 49—50.1. B. Brashinski,
op. cit., in AHtnuHMbtu eopod, 1963, the schedule no. 3.
p. 139, based on Th.Sauciuc-S&veanu's reports published
in « Dacia •, puts two stamps in the first group.

'1^
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latis, that the penetration of the Sinopean stamped amphorae was facilitated by the declin of the
Thasian imports between the end of the 111"* century and the beginning of the 11°^ century B. C.

We have seen that it is very difficult, even impossible, to assign to Thasos stamped amphorae
after 180 B. C. It is significdnt that just after this date, between 180 —150 B. C., we ob-
Berve at Callatis an interesting increase of the Sinopean stamped amphorae imports (270—
220=26 pieces; 220—180=14 pieces; 180—150= 176 pieces) which entirely dominate now
the Callatian market'^.

Apart from the imports coming from less important centers, even if some of them played
a certain role at Callatis after 150 B. C., and taking into account that generally the commer
cial activity of Rhodes was on decline could consider that the imports from Sinope
are those that give the measure of the trade capacity of the city.

As we have shown, after 150 B. C. an unexpected decline takes place: 62 pieces be
tween 150—120B. C. and only 20 pieces between 120 and 70 B. C. It was rightly supposed
that in the train of the successes of Mithridate's VI Eupator period, the export of Sinope
played a main role , this fact being put into light on the one hand by the number rather
constant of the amphorae imported by Histria , and on the other by the increase of the
imports at Tomis, significant even if supported by as yet a scanty material

At Callatis where the Sinopeans appear clearly as absolute masters of the market
between 180—150 B. C., it would be normal to record if not an increase like at Tomis, a con
stant level at least, as was the situation at Histria. The sudden decrease of the imports after
150 B. C. is a sign of an economic decline of Callatis which we cannot yet suficiently explain.
However the phenomenon is worth pa5dng attention.

If we really have a crisis at Callatis, it takes place not in the middle of the III"*
century as it could be supposed on the basis of Memnon's evidence, but about one hundred
years later, approximately in the middle of the 11°^* cent. B. C.

It is interesting to observe that Chersonese ceases
at the same time to be present on the Callatian market.
The situation is different at Histria where stamps of the
Ahmerov's fourth group were discovered, cf. V. Canarache,
op. cit., p. 210.

V. Eftimie, op. cit., in « Dacia », N. S., Ill, 1959,
p. 198, note 7. Rhodes still tries to export amphorae in
the cities of the western coasts of the Black Sea, but jud-
ing from their number at Tomis, this export is decreas
ing. Cf. M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea, loc.cit.
before and the note 123 of this work.

**•Em. Condurachi, La Mer Noire, carrefour des civi
lisations dans Vantiquiti, in NEH, III, publiies h Vocca
sion du IX^ Congris des Sciences Historiques, Vienne>
1965, Bucarest, 1965, p. 17.

*** V. Canarache, op. cit., pp. 183—188; V. Eftimie,
op. cit., in « Dacia », N. S., Ill, 1959, p. 199, says that the
fifth and especially the s^th groupindicate highfrequen
cies, but without spectacular increases. As regards Varna,
cf. M. Mirtchev, op. cit., the French summary : "Les
timbres amphoriques de Sinope dat^s selon la classification
de Grakov, indiquent que les relations commerciales de
la c6te bulgare de la mer Noire avec cette ville ne peuvent
6tre situ^es qu*aux environs des ann^es 150—70; ^poque
qui correspond au renforcement de Tinfluence politique
de r£tat Pontique, Ic long de la cdte occidcntale de la
mer Noire**. From the commentary, pp. 38—39, and from
the catalogue, we can obtain the following situation : IV'"*
^roup •• 9 pieces; V*h group = 24 pieces; Vltl* group «

10 pieces. It is to underline the absence of the stamps from
the other groups. The fifth group is the most abundant
(comparatively with the situation at Callatis, on the one
hand, at Histria and Tomis. on the other). Arranging the
material by the places of the finds, we obtain for Od :sus
the following situation : the fourth group >=> 6 pieces; the
fifth group «= 9 pieces; the sixth group a 5 pieces, and
for Bizone : the fourth group => 2 pieces; the fifth group
a 16 pieces; the sixth group a 5 pieces. The stamp no.
221 is to be excluded as discovered at Kicevo. At Bizone
the material from the fourth group is less numerous in
comparison with the fifth group. The decline observed as
regards the sixth group is to be taken into account. Cf.
al^ve p.137, note50,andourcorrection ofthepercentages
given for Odesus which were in fact representative for
all the material in the Varna Museum.

M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordea. loc. cit,
D. M. Pippidi, op. cit., in Istoria Dobrogei, I, p. 238-

239. Idem, in Contribufii*, art. cit., pp. 32 —67 and
especially p. 53, note 78, arguments of the assertion that
Callatis has crossed the crisis of 260 B. C. The date of the
numerous inscriptions in connexion with this question
is the second half of the III"* centrury —the first half of
the following, without going beyond the date indicated
by the Sinopean stamps as the beginnig of the decline
at Callatis. About the situation of the Dobrudja in the
second century, see D. M. Pippidi, Histria fi gefii (n
secolul al doilea (.e.n. Obscrvafii asupra decretului tn cinstea
lui Agathocies, fiul lui Antiphilos, in Contribufii, *. pp.
186—221 ; cf. Idem, op. ci/., in Istoria Dobrogei, I, pp. 228—
— 233.
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It is possible that even henceforth Callatis — after it had been one of the main centers
on the western coast of Pontus Euxinus and the leader of the opposition to Lysimachus,
ready to conquer Tomis and continuing to be even after this failure about which we know
too little, an active and prosperous city —began to recede before Tomis. Struck perhaps
in its territory —an afflicting and full of consequences event — the economy of the town
being organically linked with peaceful surroundings, Callatis crosses a difficult period.

Even if the before exposed sketch, resulting from the interpretation of some data not
sufficiently certain, will appear as erroneous in some of its aspects, the material on which
is based will surely contribute, together with the archaeological researches made^ at Callatis,
to the clearingup of many gaps of the history of the town in the hellenistic period.

From the published material, except that found at Callatis which we.have tried to pre
sent in these pages, a lot of a certain importance was discovered at Costine§ti.

The sporadicresearches made at Costine^ti about which we have only scarce information,
have led to the discovery of many amphora stampswhich remained unpublished Weshall
try now indirectly to fill this gap, publishing the stamps accidentally discovered which entered
private collections. The most numerous were collected by the late doctor H. Slobozeanu, a
very clever antiquary and amateur researcher of the past of Dobrudja, who prepared the
publication of the amphora stamps from Costine^ti in his collection

We have not seen and included in this work some pieces which are now at the general
school at Costine^ti The composition ofthe Costine^ti lot is:

Thasos

Sinope
Rhodes

Heraclea

Chersonese

Various centers

= 3 pieces
= 22

= 17

= 6 „
1 piece
8 pieces

57 pieces

Dividing by two the Rhodian stamps and taking out the stamps from various uniden
tified centers among which a cirpular stamp divided in four quarters and a pseudo-Rhodian
stamp we have established for the Costine^ti lot the following percentages :

Thasos 7.3%
Sinope 53.7%
Rhodes 22 %
Heraclea 14.6%
Chersonese 2.4%

Cf. a comparative inquiry based on inscriptions,
about the relations of the Pontus Euxinus cities with
^er regions of the Greek world, which was presented by

Archaeological Institute in1968 under the title: Date numUmatice privind legdturile
orofelor dtn Pontul Sttng cu Asia Micd tn epoca elenistied
(in manuscript); here is underlined the role of Callatis
mthe hellenistic period. About the Greek inscripUons found
m Bulgaria or in the connected regions, see L. Robert

ooc"'" " XXXIII, 1959. II. pp. 165-236. We mention here thepresence oftheCalUtian coins
m the Mektepfni hoard (Phrygia), buried in 190 B. C
N. Olcay. H. Seyrig. Le trisor de Mehtepini en Phrygie,
Pans, 1965, p. 7, nos. 3-4, pi. I. no. 3,

R. Vulpe, Noutdfi arheologice dobrogenSt 1932—
1934, in AnD, XV, 1934, p. 209, 80 stamps in their major
ity Thasian; V. Canarache, op. cit., pp. 378—379.

From Gellu Maum collection, 5 pieces (nos. 1119,
1132, 1134, 1139, 1154); from Grigore Ghyka collection.
8 pieces (nos. 1124, 1138, 1141, 1158, 1160, 1161, 1164,
1166), the other stamps are from H. Slobozeanu collection.
Other stamps, according to V. Canarache, op. cit., p. 378,
are now in arch. A. Doicescu collection, Bucharest. Some
observations about the Greek site at Schitul (Costinefti)
were made by H. Slobozeanu, I. Jicu, Afesarea anticd de
la Schitul, in SCIV, 17, 1966, 4, pp. 579-700.

v. Canarache, loc. cit. This information was con
firmed by Al. Popeea, who will publish these pieces.

Nog, 1163 and 1170.
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The most considerable imports are those from Sinope, followed by Rhodian and He-
raclean imports. Thasos and Chersonese have positions of less importance. For the moment
we dont't know at Costine^ti amphora stamps from Paros, Cnidus and Cos.

Among the Sinopean stamps only 16 are datable according to the Grakov's groups :
r* group, one piece; H"'' group, one piece; HI"* group, one piece; IV*** group, one piece;
V*** group, five pieces; Vl'** group, six pieces.

Among the Rhodian stamps with eponyms only four are datable in the chronological
groups that cover the period of the III"*—11°"* centuriesB. C. To these is to beadded a Rhodian
stamp with the producer's name, which is dated between 180—150 B.C.

We shall not venture on ample considerations only on the data supplied by the material
found at Costine^ti. As a working hypothesis we incline to admit that Constine^ti was
provided with wares packed in stamped amphorae directly by sea, this thing being justified
by a sensible difference between the Callatian and Costine^ti imports. In the period IV'** —
Iir** centuries (the first half, perhaps) Heraclea Pontica playsthe first role. There are lacking
Rhodian stamps from the IV*** century and afterwards they are rare; the Thasian stamps
are also rare, but the Sinopean stamped amphorae appear at the same time as at Callatis
(the first Grakov group is present). There are at the beginning of the hellenistic period rome
similitudes with Callatis we must render evident because Costine§ti seems to develop in the
Callatian zone of influence. In the second century the Sinopean imports present a clear cut
difference as against Callatis.There is only one Sinopeanstamp between 180—150, but a strong
increase in the V*** and VI*** Grakov's groups, that is five and respectively six pieces. The
Rhodian amphorae are during this period on the Costine^ti market far behind the Sinopean.
The numerous Sinopean imports tell us that after 150 B.C. the importance of the site and
perhaps of the harbour is increasing. Drawing a parallel between the situation at Costine§ti
and at Callatis. with all the due prudence, we could think that one takes advantage of the
tense circumstances of the other.

Except thecomparisons withthestrong neighbouring Greek cities, the stamped amphorae
importSaat Costine^ti must be reconsidered on the basis of a greater lot to be analysed, of
new comparisons withothersea-side centers ol less importance and of theirsituation, function
of the respective great cities in the neighbourhood.

Among the sitesfollowing in the catalogue, onlyat Mo^neni and Albe^ti amphora stamps
are knownso far which remained unpublished togetherwithother archaeological materials .
The sites at Dulce^ti, 23 August and Arsa did not supply till now other stamps than these
wepublish here. Thesituation isnot bettereven for otherlocalities where amphora stamps were
discovered; only the finds of few of them have been published^".

As for details in this order, see the catalogue, nos. 1171 and the followings. We have
to underline only the fact that in these sites near Callatis the producing centers which were

iM For Albegti, see V. Canarache, op. cit., p. 190,
note 30; Mogncni is marked on the map at p. 393; the two
localities are also marked on the map of V. Eftimie's
article, op. cit., in « Dacia •, N. S., Ill, 1959.

In both localities, bronze coins of Filip II were
found, cf. C. Preda, Triburiie geto-dacice fi circulafia mo-
nedelor lui Filip II la Nord de Dundre, in SCIV, VII,
1956, 3—4, p. 277. At Albegti two Histrian drachms
were found see B. Mitrea, Descoperirile monetare fi legdtu
rile de schimb ale Histriei cu populafiile locale in sec.
V—IV t.e.n.. In Studii clasice, VII, 1965, pp. 147 and 156,
no. 9. At Mo^neni was found a Roman republican denar
ius (information from Alex. Popcea).

V. Canarache, op. cit., pp. 377 —379. cf. above
p. 128, note 5. Cf.M. Gramatopol, Gh. Poenaru Bordca.

op. cit.,p. 47—48and the notes21,22 and 33 ; cf.also V.Ef-
timie, op. cit., in • Dacia », N. S., III. 1959. pp. 204—205.
As regards the materials published after this date, see
A. R5dulescu, Noi mdrturii arheologice din epoca elenistied
la Nuntafi, in SCIV, XII. 1961, 2.pp.3M-389 ; E. Bujor.
The Amphorae Deposit of Islam Geaferca. in «Dacia ».
N. S.,VI, pp.475-478; Al. Popcea. CUeva toarte de am-
ford descoperiie la Medgidia, in SCIV, 18, 1967, 3,
pp. 509—512.
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present are: Thasos at Dulce^ti, Sinope at 23 August, Heraclea Pontica at Dulce^ti and Arsa,
Rhodes at Mofneni and a pseudo-Rhodian stamp at Albe^ti.

The amphora stamps deserve'a more assiduous interest and a complete publication
to be done in* the next future because they are very important for the investigation of the
direct or transit trade of the exporting centers in zones which were far off the coasts, be
ing equally important for the research of the djmamics of the relations between the Greeks
and the population of Dobrudja in hellenistic times. Even if this desideratum which is a sine
qua non condition of progress in the economic history will be successfully accomplished, no
thing could supplant the systematical archaeological researches in one or some of the sites
just mentioned, or in other sites, in order to enrich our knowledge not only about these
places but even about Callatis.
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COS

950 M.A.C. II40830.
ABATI club

951* M.A.C. II41105.
AnOAA>Ot

Staerman, 141? perhaps Canarache, 713.

952- M.A.C. II40594; II40598.
953

0AK1

954 M.A.C. II40681.
IKEP

955 M.A.C. II40796.
IMI
A0

956 M.A.C. II40150.
KEPAQ[N]

Staerman, 171; Canarache, 716; Th. Sauciuc-Siveanu,
«Dacia», I, p. 150, no. 7.

957 M.A.C. 1140759.

958 M.A.C. II40147.

959 M.A.C. II40420.
NIKON (retrograde)

club

960 M.A.C. II41000.
Illegible,

VARIOUS, UMDE '̂TIFIED CE.XTRES

961 M.A.C. II40979.

Bon, 2155; Staerman, 247.
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962 M.A.C. II40755.

®(>v
Bon, 2156; Staerman, 248.

963 M.A.C. 1140704.

964 M.A C. 1140994.

965 M.A.C. (Mangalia, 1962, 4653).

966 M.A.C. II40983.

967 M.A.C. II40727.

ft
968 M.A.C. II40992.

969 M.A.C. (Mangalia, 1962, 4652).
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